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summary of the contents of the· thesis to indicate in 

what way it consitutes a contribution of knowledge. 

S U M M A R Y 

This thesis consists of two chapters, of which the 

first presents a categorial study of the concept of 

initiality (also known as projective generation) and the 

second gives applications in the.theory of uniform and 

quasi-uniform spaces, 

The' first three sections of chapter 1 expound basic 

aspects of initiality, such as its relation to categorial 

limits and to embeddings, the· latter being defined with 

respect to a faithful functor to a bicategory. The notion 

of a separated object with respect to such a functor is 

defined. The main contribution of the chapter lies in the 

fourth section, where, given two amnestic functors 

L : A-+ B and M : B ~ f, the functors F : B ~ A 

with MLF ~ M are studied. These functors were characterized 

by Hu'fuek (i.967aJ. Our investigations branch away from 

Hu~ek's by proce~ding to further specialization of the type 

of functor F. We characterize the functors F for whi~h the 

initiality construction depends only on a class of objects 

of A. Among these F we study the right inverses of F in 
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detail. The results are then applied in the sixth section 

to find conditions for the existence of an adjoint right 

inverse of L, in the seventh section of explore the 

natural order structure of the class of all right inverses 

of L, and in the eighth section to study monoref1e6tors in 

B. The chapter ends with a brief investigation of the 

lifting of epireflectors from B to A against a functor 

L : A. ~ B, 

Chapter 2 starts with a minimal self-contained intro~ 

duction to the categories of the quasi-uniform spaces (Qun), 

the bitopological spaces (2 Top), and the quasi-uniformizable 

bi topolog ica 1 spaces (Berg) : their class ica 1 analogues a re 

We show that the notion of separated object, 

abstractly introduced in chapter 1, corresponds in each of 

these categories to the epireflective property obtained by 

lifting the T
0
-epireflector from Top. We settle a numbe~ 

of questions concerning right inverses of forgetful functors 

among the mentioned categories and among their subcategories 

of ~eparated objects. We also "cha~acterize the epimorphisms, 

extreme monomorphi~ms and equalizers in these categories. 

Thus equipped, we study total boundedness and completeness 

in Q.un, and compactness in 2 Top, by regarding these properties 

as lifted from Un and Top, respectively; we thereby obtain 

some new results and perspectives on quasi-uniform spaces. 
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CHAPTER O. INTRODUCTION AND PR.E.LIMINARIES. 

0,1 INTRODUCTION 

The na·i ve concept of in i tia 1 i ty is that 0f a space 

having the coarsest structure that makes certain functions 

continuous (or uniformly continuous, etc.) into certain 

' 
given spaces~ Initiality constructions so permeate general 

topology that they resort more to the folklore than to 

specific items of literature; but one may mention that 

the. concept was formalized by Bourbaki [1957 J Sonner G965J 

and Taylor [1965], and that certain degrees of freedom in 

the definition have become apparent ([Cech 1966], ~u~ek 1966, 

1967a, 1967bJ, &yler 197lb ]) , Relatively few other papers 

had initiality as a major concern; 

1964a, 1964b, 1965], [Antoine 1966, 

. [ " such were e.g. Husek 

1966bJ and [R0berts 1968]. 

Considerations of initiality are more or less implicit in the 

theory of concrete or structured categories ( ~sbell 1957], 

[semadeni 1963], ~hresmann 1964, 1968], (Eultr 1968], 

&alenko 1969 J, [wyler 197la]), 

Thi~ dissertation is not an essay on concrete or str~ctured 

categories, but has something in common with that subject. 

The motivation is that not single categories, b~t rather 

categories together with certain faithful functors present 

themselves for study in categorial topology [wyler 197la]: 

Thus our typical object of study is a faithful functor 

K : A ~ f, with C fixed. Given another such entity 
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M B ~ f, the natural task is to consider the functors 

L ~ ~ B with K = ML, and the funct0rs F : B ~ A with 

M = KF. (These functors L and F are readily characterized 

in terms of initiality; this was done by Hu~ek [i967aJ.) 

In practice at least one such functor, say L A -4 §_, 

is given and distinguished. One may call L a forgetful 

functor (a term which I do not define, preferring to keep 

the notion naive and open), but one should realize that other 

forgetful functors ~ ~ B as well as §. 4 ~ may be equally 

distinguished. However, given L : ~ ~ B with K = ML, 

one question is about the F : B ~ A with M = KF. 

Thus our point of departure is simply that we are given 

two faithful functors L : A~ B and M : B ~ C and we 

have to study the F : B 4 A with MLF = M. Our main 

contribution lies in characterizing a number of increasingly 

special conditions on these functors F. It is hoped that 

these characterizations will be of service in categorial 

topology beyond the confines of the (bi-)topological and 

(quasi-)uniform spaces to which the given applications are 

restricted. The approach does uneover a number of new facts 

and perspectives on quasi-uniform spaces, and it may be 

claimed that the very successful investigations of Salbany 

~970, 197lb] in this field were partly motivated by just 

such an approach. 
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This work is not intended to be or to develop into a 

monolithic theory, and I do not strive after maximal 

generality of assumptions. I keep to one simple 

definition of initiality (the Bourbaki - Sahner Taylor 

form) and~ as indicated above, I derive special results. 

This may make the work readable, but risks that some of 

the results may by some be written off as mere consequences 

of other (high-powered) theories such as those of Ehresmann 

~964, 1968J or Gray ~965 J. 

A survey of the contents now follows. 

Chapter 1 deals with initiality. In its first two 

sections, 1.1 and 1.2, basic and largely known aspects of 

initiality, such as its relation to limits, are expounded. 

In section 1.3 we consider a faithful functor M : ~ ~ £, 

with the simplest assumptions about given "injections" and 

"surjections" in £ such that the resulting M-embeddings 

and M-quotients in B suffice for our later purposes; 

eventually the assumption is that C is an Isbell bicategory. 

The innovatiori in this section is the definition of 

M-separated objects in ~: these are shown to be an abstraction 

of T -spaces. 0 ' The- curious "duo l" of T 
0 

in .I£E. is also charact-

erized. 

In sect ion 1. 4 we cons icier two amnest ic functors L : 'A ~ B 

and M : B ~ C. (The· restriction to amnestic rather than 
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faithful functors is a practical but removable simplification.) 

We study the funct0rs F : g ~ A with MLF = M. Under the 

assumption henceforth that L preserves initidlity for M, 

we isolate first those F which are right M-subinverses of L. 

Then we consider the F for which the initiality construction 

depends jus~ on a class ~ 0f objects 0f ~; they receive the 

notation F = (L, M : (U)), and are shown to be the right 

M-subinverses of L which satisfy FLF = F. Then a ba~ic 

necessary and sufficient condition for (L, M : ,(~)) to be 

a right inverse of L is given, and further adapted to forms 

involving the theory of embeddings from section 1.3. 

Section 1.5 discusses the special form (L,18 

its relations to (L, M : (~)). 

(~)) and 

We then have a little calculus of formal properties of 

the functor (L, M : (~)), which w~ apply in section 1.6 to 

the finding of sufficient conditions for the existence of an 

adjoint right inverse of L. A postscript also gives a 

necessary condition L ,should preserve initiality for every 

M (the simple proof is omitted). 

In section 1.7 the "little calculus" enabl~s us te study 

the natural order structure of the class of all ~ight inverses 

of L, thereby extending the results of the paper [srUmmer 1969a]. 
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In section 1;8 we observe that, by a result stated 

above, the functors (18 , M : (y)) are just the functors 

F : §. ~ B with FF = F -==._M 18 · 
Under conditions of wide. 

validity these are, up to natural equivalence, just the 

monoreflectors in B. 

Section 1.9 gives ad hoc conditions on a category A and 

a functor L A ~ B in order that each epiref lector in B 

can be lifted against L to an epireflector in~- These 

conditions are applied several times in chapter 2, but they 

seem still susceptible to a good deal of sharpening. 

Chapter 2 consists of applications. 

Section 2.1 gives 9 _minimal self-contained introduction 

to the categories of the quasi-uniform spaces (Qun), the 

bitopological spaces (2 Top), and the qua~i-uniformizable 

bitopological spaces (Berg). The classical ,analogues 

are Un, Top, Crg. 

Section 2.2 shows that the separated objects (in the 

sense of section 1.3) in the categories Qun, Un, Berg, Crg, 

2 Top are obtained by lifting the property T
0 

from Top 

against the forgetful functors. 

Section 2.3 dwells on right inverses of various forgetful 

functors among these categories and among their subcategories 

of the separated objects; a problem of Sa lbany [197 lb] is 

solved. 
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Section 2.4 discusses the total boundedness monoreflector 

in Qun; this is an instance of lifting from Un. 

results for Qun are obtained. 

Some new 

Section 2.5 concerns the categeries of separated objects 

of Qun, Un, Berg, Crg. We find their (partly known) 

epimorphisms, equalizers and extreme monomorphisms. Then 

all is ready for applying the lifting theorems of section 1.9. 

Section 2.6 studies completeness inQun and compactness 

in 2 Top as properties lifted from Un and .I.2E.· Thus some 

of the results of [salbany 1970] are retrived by "external" 

methods. It is observed that a very important property of 

the completene~s epireflector in Qun is not obtained from the 

present results on the lifting of epireflections. This 

points to the desirability of studying the preservation &f 

special properties of an epireflector under the lifting. 

The section concludes with problems, one on the lifting of 

realcompactness. 
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0.2. NOMENCLATURE AND NOTATIONS. 

What in the sequel is called "initiality" is termed 

"projective generation" in the Prague school ( [~ech 1966 J, 
[Hu~ek 1967oj), However, I needed a basic term allowing 

certain combinations and inflections, and I could not be 

sure how "projective generation" is inflected in Prague. 

The~efore it was safer to adapt my terminology from 

Bourbaki's [1957 J "structures in it ia'les". This has the 

further justification that Bourbaki's definition is a 

precategorial form of the single concept that I employ, 

whe~eas Hu~ek uses a whole scale of concepts. Confusion 

with initial objects need not occur. Definitions follow 

in chapter 1. 

and 

The· terminology 

Herrlich [196aj , 

on categories is that of Freyd [1964] 

with few exceptions In a category C, 

C (X, Y) denotes the -set of all morphisms X ----:., Y. - ' 
Functor 

always means covariant functor. If B is a reflective 

subcategory of 6,, we speak of the reflection functor A ~ B, 

but of the reflector 6, ~ A (or reflector in 6,) which is 

obtained from the reflection functor by composition with the 

inclusion functor. We have the general topologist's bad 

habit of writing small letters for reflection functors and 

reflectors; these should not be confused with the corres-

pondin~ natural transformatfons. 
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The categories. 

which are mentioned in examples throughout chapter 1, are 

defined in section 2.1. So also are the spaces 

The categories 

Qprox and Prox 

of the non-separated quasi-proximity and 

respectively, are not defined; for Prox 

and for Qprox see [salbany 1970, chapter 

proximity spaces, 

see [r~bell 1964] 

4]. 

Discrete topologies and uniformities are well known; 

we use accrete (instead of "indiscrete") for the opposite 

extreme. 

Complete regularity does not impJy t . 
0 

are completely regular T -spaces. 
0 

Tihonov spaces 
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0.3 ERRATA AND. ADDENDA 

The references to (Antoine 196~ in 1.1.13(2) and 

after 1.2.2 should read [Antoine 1;66]. Proofs of 1.2.2~, 
and 1.2.6 for the case f = Ens were given in [Antoine 1966b]. 

In 1. 3. 2 the reference to [Is be 11 1963 J should read 

~sbe11 1964b] . 

The theory of sets and classes that we use throughout 

the the~is is the Bernays - von Neumann - G~del system 

as deve 1loped in the appendix of lKelley 1955]. We-make 

only one exception, which is indicated in section 1.7. 
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CHAPTER 1 : INITIALITY 

1.1 BASIC CCNCEPTS. 

This section contains basic definitions and a few simple, 

largely known basic results, The definitions agree in 

content with standard usage, especially with that of the 

Prague school, e ._g. lfech 1966]. The nomenclature, however, 

is adapted from that of Bourbaki ~957) for reasons stated in 

section 0.2. (Further references to the literature are to 

be found at the end of the section.) 

Throughout this section .§. and C will be categories with 

a faithful functor 

l;l.l. Definition. 

o~ B - morphisms f. 
J 

M-initiality (at X) 

M 

Let Xe. obj B. A class \f j : j E:.. J} 
X ~ Y. (each with X as domain) is an 

J 

if, whenever B-morphisms h. : Z -;;J Y. 
- J J 

(with the same arbitrary Z as domain) are given together with 

k MZ ---=> MX such that Mf .. k = Mh. ( j e:... J), there exists 
J J 

m Z ~ X with Mm = k. An M-initiality tf) consisting of 

a single morphism is called simple and we may then abuse the 

language, sa~ing that f is a simple M-initiality. 

We observe that the faithfulness of M implies uniqu~ness 

of m, and implies that f.m = h .. 
. J J 

Each class of .§.-morphisms 

with common domain is a 19-initiality. 

The dual concepts are M-coinitiality (at X) and simple 

M-coinitiality. 
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We shall always set out the diagrams for the situation 

of definition 1,1.1 as in figure 1: 

x f· Y. 
J 

I~ 
I (upper diagram) 

m I 
I 
I 
I z 

Mf. 
MX J 

ki 
(lower diagram)· 

Mz: . 
"' 

figure 1 

Indeed, we like to think of~ as the "upper", C as the "lower" 

category. 

1.1.2. Proposition. If tfj : j E. J1 is an M-initiality and 

i f lf j : j <:::. J} is an e q u iv a 1 en t fa mi 1 y in the sense that 

there are 

lf j : j E. 

isomorphisms t, t. such 
J 

j ) . M . 't' l't 5 is an -1n1 ia 1 y. 

that f't = t.f., then 
J J 

D 

1.1.3. Definition. Given objects Y. in g and f-morphisms 
J 

g.: C--)MY. (jeJ). 
J J 

We shall say that the g-object X is 

M-initial (~ C) for the g. to the Y. 
J J 

f. : X ~ Y. such that Mf. = g. and 
J J J J rf j 

if there exist 

j C. Jl is an 

M-initiality at X. Occasionally it will be economic to say: 

Xis a solution to the M-initiality problem {C, g., Y. : j E J). 
J J 

If the index class J is non-void, so that C is determined by 

the g., we take the liberty of abbreviating this last notation 
J 
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tO ( g •I y • : j E. j) • 
J J 

(Dual X is M-coinitial for the g. 
J 

from the Y .. ) 
J 

1. L 4 ~ Remarks. (a) It is very important to note that in 

the phrase "X is M-initial for the g. to the Y. " x and , 
J J 

Y. are §.-objects whereas the g. are f:-morph isms. Thus 
J J 

words "to the y ·" should not mislead one to think of Y. 
J J 

codomain of g.; to guard against this; the reader may 
J 

the 

the 

as 

replace our "to" mentally by the lengthier "with respect to". 

(b) It would be in line with the usage on limits to call 

(X, (f. : j E. J)) a solution to the M-initiality problem. 
J 

However, in this context the f. are determined by the other 
J 

data, and our convention s~ems on the whole more convenient 

for our purposes. 

(c) In the phrase "Xis M-initial over C for the g. 
J 

to the Y j" we may and· do omit the object C when the' index 

class J is non-void. However, when J is void, we shorten 

the phrase to "X is M-initial over C" I which means : For every 

z E_ obj B and every k : MZ ~ C, there exists m : z ~x with 

Mm = k. We then also say : x is a solution to the M-initialit~ 

problem ( c) . Thus when we speak of a void M-initiality 

problem, we do require that its source C (or MX) be prescribed. 

By grace of this restriction, the following proposition 

remains valid for void M-initiality problems. 

1.1.5. Proposition. If X and X' are solutions to the same 

M-initiality problem, there exists a unique isomorphism 
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h X ' ~ X such that Mh = 1 , 

1,1,6, Definition, The faithful functor M : B ~ C is 

amnestic if, whenever h is an isomorphism in B with Mh = 1 1 

then h = 1 . 

We observe that amnesticity is a self-dual notion, 

closed under composition and natural equivalence, and true 

of any identity functor, 

If M is amnestic, then by 1.1,5, each M-initiality 

problem has at most one solution, and then the following 

notation is permissible: 

1.1.7. Definition, The notation 

X = inM (C, gj, Yj : j G.. J) 

means that X is M-initial over C for the g. to the Y.. If 
J J 

J is non-void, we may briefly write X = inM {g., Y. : j E:. J). 
J J 

No confusion will result from using this notation when 

M is not amnestic. 

1,1.8, Definition, The relation ...::::(M among objects of B is 

given by: X ~M Y (read : X is M-coarser than Y) 

if and only if there exists a morphism f : Y ~ X with Mf = 1. 

(Dual : X ~Y Xis M-finer than Y), 
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.Habit and the set-theoretic inclusion between two 

topologies are to blame for the above notation. The Prague 

school f~echg .Hu~e~ has the ordering sigh the opposite way. 

1,1.9. Proposition, The faithful functor M : B --7 f is 

amnestic if and only if X L.M Y and Y .::::::::_M X always implies 

X = Y. 

0 

l,l,10. Associativity Theorem ~ech 1966, p.87~ 
Let X = inM (C 0 g., Y.: jEJ) and, for each jE_J, let 

J J 

(Dj' hjk 9 Zk: kE. Kj). Then X = inM (C, hjkgj' Zk 

f::.K.), 
J 

Proof. This is straightforward from figure 2 when all index 

classes are non-void. 

g. h.k 
MX=C J D· ~ MZk 

l 
J 

n 

MU 

fi~ure 2 

The proof is trivial when J is void. If J ,/: ¢ and each 

K. = ¢, it is easy to see that x = inM (C). Finally, with 
J 
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J f: ¢, let J = J'u J" where K. f,,¢ for j E.. J', K. =¢for 
J J 

j E:. J"; then one readily sees that X = inM _(C, hjkgj, Zk : 

j E: j I , k E: K.). 
J 

D 

l,l,11. Proposition : Augmenting an initiality 

Let ~f k 

If JC K 

: k G.. K1 be a family of §.-morphisms with domain x. 

and lf. j E:. J 1 is an M- in it i a 1 it y at X, 
J 

then Lfk k E: .K 1 is an M-initiality at x. 

D 

It is worth observing why the following apparently similar 

proposition has a markedly different outcome. In the one 

proposition, morphisms in the upper category are given; in 

the other, they are given in the lower category. 

1.1.12. Proposition : Decreasing an initiality 

Let X be M-initial (over C) for the gk to the Yk (kE:. K). 

Let JC. K, and let X' be M-initial (over C) for the gk to the 

yk (k E..J). Then X' LM X; 

0 

1.1.13. Remarks (1) The definition of M-initiality can be 

generalized as follows. Let g• be a subc_ategory of ·c. The· 

morphisms f. 
J 

if, whenever 

X ~ Y. form an (M, g• )-initiality at X ,.
J 

h . : Z ~ Y . and k E:. C ' ( MZ, MX) are g iv en with 
J J - ., 

M f .. k = M h . , t he re ex is ts m : Z --'> X w i th Mm = k . 
J J 

This is 

the concept used by Husek G:966, 1967a, 1967~ under the name 
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<.M, f') -projective generation. When f'~f.·, this is 

M-in it ia 1 i ty; the' other extreme case is when C' cons is ts of 

just the identity 

~ech, 1966}, (M,, 

morphisms of f (write C' = obj f.). In 

obj f.)-initidlity is termed M-projective 

generation, while M-initiality is termed strong M-projective 

genera.t ion. Certainly, {M, obj f)-initiality is a concept 

very ready to hand in Top or Un, if M forgets to Ens. 

Fortunately, in these examples (M, obj f.)-initiality and 

M-initiality coincide, but there are exampl~s 1J:iu~ek 1967b, 

p. 12~ where they do not coincide. 

M-initiality has given us the associativity theorem 1.1.10, 

and it bears straightforward relations to limits (section 1.2) 

and embeddings (section 1.3). These benefits we cannot 

claim, at least not· so easily, from (M, f')- or (M, obj f)-

initiality. Considering also that M-initiality gives an 

interesting theory of great clarity and of sufficient 

generality to cover the applications we have in mind, we shall 

henceforth discuss only M-initiality. 

(2) Our. concept of M-initiality agrees, modulo t&rminology, 

with those of lAntoine 196~ , ~ourbaki 195~ , ~rUmmer 1969a, 

19690, §oberts 196~, ~onner 196~ , and [Taylor 196~ . The 

name amnestic comes from ~ech 1966] 1 and the concept is used 

by ~ntoine 196~ . An explicit treatment of void initiality 

problems does not seem to occur in the literoture. We shall 

find void problems forced on us in sections 1.2 and 1.4. 
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1.2 INITIALITY AND LIMITS. 

The self-dual cdhcept of M-initiality completeness is 

introduced and related to limits and completeness. 

Throughout this section M B ~ C will be' a faithful 

functor. 

1.2.1. Definition The category ~ is M-initiality complete 

if every M-initiality problem has a solution (in~. of course). 

(Void M-initiality problems in the sense o~ remark l.l.4(c) 

are admitted.) 

This concept is self-dual: 

1.2.2. Theorem The category ~ is M-initiality complete if 

and only if every M-coinitiality problem has a solution. 

First Proof ~oberts 1968, proposition 4.~. 
D 

The first proof employs universes, which is not necessary 

here: 

Second Proof Let B be M-initiality complete. Let objects 

Y. of B and £-morphisms g. : MY .. ~ C {j E:. J), with J -I:¢, be 
J J J 

given. Thus a non-void M-coinitiality problem is posed 

(figure 1). For each object Z of ~ we define a class A(Z) of 
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c.-morphisms as follows: 

k E..~ (Z) i ff k : C ~ MZ and there exists a function hk : J ~ B 

and kg.= Mhk(j). such that, for each j €_ J, 

MY. c 
J 

r 
MZ 

fi9ure 1 

8 __ 

""' I 
I I 

g j ! 
I 

~. 
J 

c 

gjl 
MY. 

J 

J 

figure 2 

Let B = inM (C, k, Z Z E: obj ~· k E: A (Z)). 

B exists by hypoth~sis, even though rA(Z) may be void. For 

ea.ch k C.~(Z) there is then k' : B -'7 Z with Mk' = k. Also, 

thinking of j as fixed and k ranging through ~(Z), Z ranging 

through obj ~. we see (figure 2) that there is g! : Y. ~·B 
J J 

Now, given the commutative lower diagram 

in figu~e 1, we complete its upper diagram with g! and k', and 
J 

the M-coinitiality problem is solved. If we start with a 

void M-coinitiality problem over C, the above procedure applies 

in appropriately simplified form. Finally, the converse 

implication follows by duality. 

The above theorem was also stated, without proof, for 

the special case C = Ens, by Antoine [1962 proposition ~. 
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Our term "M-initiality complete" is cl~se to the term used 

by Antoine. Roberts \;968] expresses the same concept 

by· calling Mah initial functor. 

1.2.3. _Example. Each of the categories Top, Crg, 2Top, 

Un, Qun, Prox, Qprox is M-initiality complete, where M is in 

each case the forgetful functor to Ens. (The first five are 

obvious. For the others see fuu~ek 1967b, p. 128] or 

f 1 fs~n and Fenstad 1959, p, 359] and ~a lbany 1970, p. saj . ) 
Further, any category Bis 1B- initiality complete. 

D 

1.2.4. Theorem. Let J be a small category. Consider a 

diagram D : J ~Band let (C, q.) be limit of MD. For any 
J 

object B of B we have: 

B = inM (C, qj, Dj) if and only if MB= C and there exist 

pJ. : B ~ Dj with Mp. = q. such that (B, p.) is limit of D. 
J J J 

Proof It is understood that the j range through obj l· 

Assume that B = inM (C, qj' Dj). 

with Mp. = q., and he'nce MB = C. 
J J ' 

diagram 

Thus the re a re p . : B _,. D j 
J ' 

For •any g : j ~ j' the 

commutes because its image under the faithful M commutes .. Thus 

(B, p.) is a lower bound of D. 
J 

Let (B', p!) be any lower 
J 
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bound of D. Then (MB', Mp!~ -is lower bound of MD,· and thus 
.;J ' 

p· 
B 

J 
Dj there is unique k : MB' -t c 

"" / I 
I making the lower diagram in 

m I 
I /; figure 3 commute, the ! By 

initiality of B it follows that 
B' 

there is m B' ~. B with Mm = k, 

MDj and then p.m = p'., 
J J 

If also 

p.m' = p'. then the uniqueness 
J J ' 

of k in the lower diagram would 

imply Mm' = kp whence by the 
MB' 

MB 

B 
.if' 
I 
I 

m I 
I 

I 
I 
z 

faithfulness of M, m' = m, 
figure 3 

Hence (B, p.) is limit of D. 
J 

Conversely, let (B, p.) be' iimit of D, with Mp. = q. and 
J J J 

To prove that B = inM 
pJ. 

---------- D j 

·(c 1 q., Dj), we have to consider 
J 

h. : t. i~ Dj and k : MZ 4 C sue h 
J 

that the lower diagram in figure 4 

commutes. We claim that (Z, h.) 
J 

is lower bound of D. 

Given g : j ~ j' then, as (C, q.) 
J 

C=MB 
is limit of MD, we have 

MZ 

figure 4 

, / MDg.qj = qj'. 

Hence 

M(Dg,hj) = MDg,Mhj = MDg.qjk = 

q.,k = Mh., and thus, as Mis faith-
J J 

ful, Dg,h. = h.,, 
J J 

Thus (Z, h.) 
J 

is lower bound of D, and there is unique m : Z 4 B with p.m = h .. 
J J 

Hence q.Mm = Mh .. 
J J 

But (MZ, Mh.) is lower bound of MD, so k is 
J 
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unique in q.k = Mh .. 
J J 

Thus Mm= k and B = inM (C, qj' Dj). 

In case d is v0id, C is a terminal object 0f C. It is 

easy to see that B ~ inM (C) if and only if MB = C and B is 

a terminal object of 8. This is the sense to which the 

theorem reduces when J is v0id. 

D 

1.2.5. C0rolla.!:.l· Let B be M-initiality c0mplete. Let d 

be a small category. If C has d-limits, then B has d-limits 

and M preserves them. If C has d-colimits, then B ha~ 

J-colimits and M preserves them. 

Proof. Given a diagram D J ~ a·, and let c have J-limi ts. - - - -
Then MD.has limit (C, q.). 

J 

have by theorem 1.2.4 a limit 

Letting B = inM (C, qj' Dj), we 

(8, p.) 
J 

of D, with Mp. = q .• 
J J 

To see that M preserves ..::!,-limits, consider any given limit 

(Z, s.) of D. There is an isomorphism t : Z ~ B with p.t = s .. 
J J J 

Then Mt is an isomorphism with Mp .. Mt = q.Mt =Ms., whence 
J ·~ J J 

(MZ, Ms.) is limit of MD. 
J 

The dual statement follows from theorem 1.2.2. o· 

1.2.6. Corollary Let ~ be M-initiality complete. If 0 

is complete, then B is complete and M preserves limits. If C 

is c0complete, the~ B is cocomplete and M preserves colimits. 

D 
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Th~orem 1.2.4 and its two corollaries may well be 

generally known: Corollary 1.2.6 was stated without proof 

for the case C = Ens by Antoine li 966, proposition 2]. The 

special case of theorem 1.2.4 for products was stated in 

[cech 1966, p. 876J , and es sent ia l ly the form given here 

was announced in \tJu;ek 1966, theorem 31. 

The· following result, however, seems to be new. It 

has an illuminating· application in the next sect ion ( 1. 3. 13) . 

1.2.7. Proposition Each equalizer in ~ is a simple 

M-initiality if one of the following two conditions is 

satisfied: 

(1) M sends equalizers to monomorphisms 

(2) B is M~initiality complete and f has equalizers. 

Proof Let (B, d) be equalizer of f, g : X ~ Y in B. 

Given h : Z ~ X and k : MZ --P> MB with Md.k = Mh, we have to 

find m : Z 4 B with Mm = k . Now M(fh) = Mf.Md.k = Mg.Md.k = 

= M(gh), whence fh = gh and there is unique m : Z ~ B with 

din = h. Then Md.Mm= Mh = Md.k. Under either of the given 

conditions, Md is mono (use 1.2.5 in case (2)) and thus 

-Mm = k. 

1.2.8. Remark. Initiality completeness can be a very 

0 

strong requirement. Let L be the forgetful functor Un ~ Crg. 

It will be shown in 1.5.3 that Un is not L-initiality complete. 

Yet Un and Crg are both complete and cocomplete (this follows 
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by applying corollary 1.2.6 to the forgetful functors to 

Ens, see 1.2.3) and L preserves limits. A great deal of 

our work in section 1.4 and later owes its applicability 

to the fact that though a category ~ may not be 

L-initiality complete (L : ~ ~ ~), there may be a 

functor M : B ~ C such that A is ML-initiality complete. 

Clearly desired is a characterization of initiality 

completeness in terms of limits. There is a discrepancy 

between the convention of taking limits over small categories 

and our insistence on solving large initiality problems. 

We leave the matter here. 
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1. 3 EMBEDDING, SEPARATION AND FACTORIZATION. 

Throughout this section M B --4 C will be a faithful 

functor. 

I~ is safe (betause vague) enough to claim that "true" 

subobjects should correspond to the intuitive notion of 

embedding. Assuming some settlement of the "true" subobj~ct 

problem in the lower category f, one can use the faithful 

functor M t6 define "injections" and "embeddings" (to name 

but two types) in the upper category B. 

spread idea in the theory of concrete or 

cf. [Is be 11 1957, 195~ , (:;emaden i 196~ , 

i965, p. 78Q}, Ccech 1966, p.877], LHu~ek 

[calen~o 1969, p.502]. 

This is a wide-

structured categories, 

(?onner 196aj , [Taylor 

1966, .definition 2], 

We shall start with rather rudimentary assumptions about 

"injections" and "surjections" inf, and exhibit some basic 

properties of the consequent "injections", "embeddings~ and 

their "duals" in B. 

Next we give an apparently new definition of M-separated 

objects in the category ~· and show that these become the 

T -spaces wheh M is the forgetful functor Top ~Ens; we 
0 

also isolate the property which c~n be regarded as dual to 

T
0 

in Top. 
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Finally we assume that f is an Isbell bicategory and 

obtain a standard factorization theorem for morphisms in Bt 

we also find a reason why equalizers in B are often 

embeddings. 

We do not claim any canonicity for the assumption of 

bicategory structure on f: finer distinctions can be drawn 

for various purposes [Isbell 1957, 195§1, or the initiality 

mechc;m.ism can be modi f ieG! l_wy ler 1971. b}; but what we do, 

suffices for our later applications. We do claim that our 

exposition shows that the concept of initiality deals with 

these matters in a simple and clear way. 

1:.3.1. Motivation. It is known [i-aylor 196~ that the· 

topological "embedding lemma" (as Kelley ~95SJ call:s it) can 

be phrased in terms of initiality. I have found the following 

a very teachable analysis of this lemma. 

Let E : Top ~Ens be the forgetful functor. 

mappings f . : X ~ Y . ( j E. J ) in Top . 
J J 

Given 

( i) Let f : X 4 ltYj be the unique mapping given by 
. t.' 

p.f = f~, with the p. the projections. 
J J J 

(ii) f is an E-initiality if and only if {fj j E.. J} is 

an E-initiality. 

(iii) f is an embedding if and only if f is an E-initiality 

(iv) 

and Ef an injection. 

f is an i~jection if and only if the f. distinguish 
J 

points. 
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(v) If f is an E-initiality, then f sends sets open in X" 

onto sets open in fX (as subspace of TfY .). The 
J 

(vii) 

converse fails. 

The f. distinguish ~oints and closed sets if and only 
J 

if the preimages of open sets under the f. form a 
J ' 

base for open sets of X. This condition is sufficient 

for f to be an E-initiality, but not necessary (only 

a subbase is necessary). l°:3rUmmer 1968 a). 

D 

We are only concerned here with generalizing (i) (ii) 

(iii), which is almost merely a matter of definition. It is 

easy to generalize (iv) and seems feasible to. generalize (v) (vi) 

a long the 1 in es of [semaden i 1963, ~~ . 

1.3.2. Conventions. We assume throughout this section that 

in C there is given a class §(f)of morphisms which we shall 

call surjections, as well as a class !(f) of morphisms which 

we shall call injections, such that: 

(1) §(f) consists of epimorphisms, I(f) consists of 

monomorphisms, and both classes are closed under 

composition; 

(2) 2(f)C')l(f) is the class of all isomorphisms in f; 

(3) in case C is equivalent to Ens, 2(f)shall consist 

of all epimorphisms and l(f) of all monomorphisms 

of C. 

we· call f (more precisely, f equipped with S(C) and 

l(f)) an Isbell bicategory ( lisbell 1957, 1958, 1963], 

.J • 
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[sonner 1965], lcalenko 1969 J ) if, in addition , 1 the' following 

condition holds: 

(4) Each £~morphism factors, uniquely up to isomorphism. 

into a member of 2(£) followed by a member of l(f). 

1. 3. 3. Remark. For an Isbell bicategory the c~ndition (3) 

is redundant. Indeed, any epimorphism e factors as e = js 

with s €. 2 (f), j E l (£); j is then mono and epi, and 

supposing f equivalent to Ens', (2) implies that j E: S(C), and 

hence by ( 1), e E. 2(f); dually any monomorphism will be' in 

l(f). 

L 3. 4.. Definition. A morphism f in B is an 

M-injection iff Mf is an injection, 

M~surjection iff Mf is a surjection, 

M-embedding iff f is an M-initiality and M-injection, 

M-quotient iff f is an M-coinitiality and M-surjection. 

1.3.5. Proposition Each of the four classes: 

D 

M-injections, M-surjections, M-embeddings, M~quotients, is 

closed under composition and under equivalence (i.e. composition 

with isomorphisms). Each M-injection is a monomorphism, and 

each M-surjection is an epimorphism in B. 

Proof Th~ class of M-initialities is closed under 

equivalence by 1.1.2, and under composition by the associativity 

theorem 1.1.10. 

D 
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1.3.6. Proposition The' following conditions on a morphism 

f in B are equivalent: 

(a) f is an isomorphism 

{b) f is an M-surjective M-embedding 

{c) f is an M-injective M-quotient. 

Proof. By 1.3.2(2), (a) implies (b) and (c). 

f 
X--------+Y 

Let (b) hold, then Mf 

-1' 
I 

g, 
I 
I 
y 

Mf 
-------~MY 

is iso. Initiality gives 

g : Y ~ X with Mg = (Mf )-l 

and then fg = 1Y. 

M(gf) = Mg.Mf = (Mf)-
1

.Mf 

Hence gf = 1.X. 

follows. 

Thus (a) 

Dually, (c) implies (a). 

0 

We now reach the promised generalization of 1.3.1 (i)(ii)(iii): 

1.3.7. Pr~position Given B-morphisms f. : X --? Y. ( j E:. J), 
J . J 

let the product (TIY., p.) exist, and let M preserve th is 
. J J 

product. 

( i) Let f : X -"I' TTY. be the unique morphism with p.f = f. 
J J J 

(j E:.J). 

(~i) f is an M-initiality if and only if {f. 
J 

j E. J1 is an 

M-initiality. 

(iii) f is an M-embedding if and only if f is an M-initiality 

and Mf an injection. 
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Proof (i) and (iii) are matters of definition and (ii) 

is essentially the special case of theorem 1.2.4 for 

products. 

D 

1. 3. 8. Definition . An object X of B is M-separated if 

every simple M-initiality at X is an M-embedding. X is 

M-coseparated if every simple M-coinitiality at X is an 

M-quotient. 

This definition and the following result seem to be new. 

The approach differs from the way in which \§harpe, Beattie, 

Marsden 196~ generalized certain lower separation axioms. 

1. 3. 9. Theorem Let E Top ~ Ens be the forgetful functor. 

(i) The E-separated objects in Top are precisely the 

T -spaces. 
0 

(ii) The E-coseparated objects in Top are precisely the 

spaces witho~t closed isolated points. (A one-

point space is regarded as having no isolated point.) 

Proof ( i) The T -r~f l~ction sX 
0 

of a topological space X 

can be obtained by taking the quotient space with respect 

to the relation: x e y 1f f ~ and y have the same 

ne'ighbourhoods. 

It is then clear that the.quotient mapping sx: X ~ sX 

is an E-initiality. Therefore, if X is E-separated, sx i$ 

an E-embedding onto and thus a homeomorphism, so that X is 

a T -space. 
0 

Conversely, let f be a simple E-initiality at 

the T -space X. The open sets of X are preimages of open 
0 
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sets, and therefore f distinguishes points. 

( i i ) Cons id er a n on-s u r j e ct i ve E-c o in it i a 1 it y f : Z ~ X . 

We have some b E:. X - fZ ahd claim b is a closed isolated 

point. If we refine the topology of X by adding tb} and 

X - \b\ as new subbasic open sets 1,, the relative topology 

on fZ is unaltered, so that f remains continu6us to the new 

space. As X has the finest topology making f continuous, 

lbl and X- lb1 are open sets of X, i.e. b is a closed 

isolated point. Conversely, given X with at least one 

closed isolated point b, then by agreement X-' lbl~ ¢~ 

X- \b\ __ _.__--+ 1 x The' inclusion mapping i 

Ei 

1.3.10 Remarks. 

I 

' ' m 
I 

J 
I . ..., 
y 

) EX 

t 
EY 

X- lbl ~ X is non-surjective 

and an E-coinitiality. Indeed, 

given k and g such that· k.Ei =Eg, 

then there is m : X -4 Y with 

Em = k b~cause k is continuous 

at the isolated point b and 

its restriction to the open 

set X- lbXcoincides with g. 

D 

(1) We shall see in section 3. 

that, -in all the categories we discuss there, th~ (forgetful 

functor to Ens)-separated objects are precisely the spaces 

with T -topology or its natural substitute. 
0 

(2) The conjecture that under mild conditions the M-separated 

objects will form a reflective subcategory of g, is quickly 

subdued by the example E0 P : Top 0 P ~ Ens 0 P, The 

E0 P-separated objects do not form a reflective subcategory 

of Top 0 P as it is clear from 1.3.9 (ii) that they do not 
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form a coref lective subcategory of Top. 

(3) It is natural to ask whether other separation 

properties in Top, e.g. T1 , T2 , T3 , T3a, can be represented 

as K-separation for suitable functors K. This question 

leads to the following observation. Cdnsider any category 

D between Top and Ens' in the sense that the forgetful 

functor E : Top --7 Ens decomposes into two amnestic 

functors K : Top ~ Q, L : D ~ Ens. (For example, any 

coref lective or monoref lective subcategory of Top is 

between Top and Ens.) 

Then each K-separated object of Top is E-separated; 

i.e. K-separation implies T . 
0 

(Proof: Each E-initiality 

is a K-initiality. The K-injections are defined in the 

obvious way : f is a K-injection iff Kf is an L-injection. 

Thus the K-injections are precisely the E-injections, 

i.e. the one-to-one ma~pings. It is immaterial that we 

do not here apply all the conventions 1.3.2 t6 D). I 

have to leave this question with the following conjecture: 

For any epireflective subcategory 2 of 12£ between the 

subcategory of the T -spaces and· that of the Tihonov spaces, 
0 

there is a decomposition of the forgetful functor E : 

Top ~ Ens into two amnestic functors, K followed by L, 

such that the objects of S are precisely the K-separated 

objects of Top. 

The following factorization result generalizes a well

known situation in topology. Isbell l2964, p. lSJ gives it 

for uniform spaces. 



1.3.11 Theorem Let B be M~i~itiality complete. Let 

f : X -4- Y in B be such that Mf has d factorization 

MX g 
sur j ect ion> c h MY • injection 

Then f has Jthe following two factorizations: 

x ml 
> Bl 

kl 
) y 

M-surjection M-embe dd i n,g · ( 1) 

x 
m2 

)> B2 
k2 

y 
M-quotient M-injection (2) 

with Mm
1 

= Mm2 = g and Mk
1 

= Mk2 = h. Further there is 

a unique morphism n : B
2 
~ B1 with Mn = 1C' which is 

also the unique n making the diagram. 

Bl 

(3) 
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x n Y commute. 

B2 
Proof There exists an M-initiality k

1 

As· the triangle 

c 
Mk 1 

MY 

g 

MX 

commutes, there is m1 : X ~ B·1 with Mm·1 = g, and then 

k m = f. 
1 1 

Du a 11 y , s i n c e by 1. 2 . 2 §. is · a 1 so M-coin it i a 1 it y 

complete, we obtain first an M-coinitiality m2,: X ~ B2 

with Mm2 = g, and then k 2 B2 ""' Y with Mk2 = h; whehce 

Again, since k 1 is an M-initiality and the 
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triangle 

c 

commutes, there is n : B2 ~ B1 with Mn = ~C' and then 

k
1

n = k2 . Dually, we haven' B2 --+ B
1 

(sic!) with 

Mn' =1c and n 1 m2 = m
1

, As· n 0 n' : B2 ~- 8
1 

with 

Mn= Mn', we haven= n'. Finally the uniqueness of n 

in the commutative diagram (3) immediately follows from 

the fact that k
1 

is mono and m2 is epi. 

tl 

1.3.12. Corollary, Let B be M-initiality complete and 

let C be an Isbell bicategory. The'n each f : X --+ Y 

in§ has factorizations of the forms (1) and (2) above, 

each unique up to isomorphism. Further, given factorizations 

(1) and (2) of f 9 there exists a unique n : s2 ~ B1 making 

the diagram (3) commute 0 and then Mn i 1s an isomorphism.' 
' 

D 

Finally we use a result from the previous section to 

shed light on the fact that an equalizer is very often an 

embedding. 

1.3.13. Proposition. Either of the following two conditions 

is sufficient for each equalizaer in B to be an M-embedding : 

(a) M sends equalizers to injections 

(b) B is M-initiality complete and C is an Isbell 

bicategory having equalizers. 
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Proof Apply corollary 1.2.5. to the definition of 

M-embedding. In case (b), observe that each equalizer in 

an Isbell bicategory is an injection (.calenko 1969, p. 498]. 

D 

1. 3. 14. Remark Certain resul~s in this section did not 

require the factorization condition 1.3.2(4). It is therefore 

worth observing that, if we only require the conditions 

1.3.2 (1)(2)(3) to be satisfied, it is possible to define 

"species" ! and S of morphisms for all categories f: e.g: let 

!(C) = \all £-monomorphisms which are iso or not epi} 

2(.£) = {all f~epimorphisms which are iso or not mono}. 

In this example, ! and 2 are dual to each other and contain, 

respectively, the species of the extreme monomorphisms and of 

the extreme epimorphisms. It may be interesting to seek still 

~ider· species i and ~. dual to each other, satisfying 

1.3.2.(1)(2)(3) for all C. 
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1.4 RIGHT INVERSES OF AMNESTIC FUNCTORS. 

The main purpose of. this section is to give several 

characterizations of the right inverses of an amnestic functor 

L : ~ ~ g, in terms of initiality. For reasons touched upon 

in remark 1.2.8 and to become clear in the next section, it 

is advantageous to consider also an amnestic functor 

M : B ~ C and work with ML-initiality (and iater also with 

M-initiality). 

Clearly, if F 

then MLF = M. 

Thus we may start with the situation 

A 

B 
/ ML 

~c 
g ~~is a right inverse of L (i.e. LF = 18 ), 

We shall become interested in the class of 

functors F for which MLF = M. Obviously, for this class M 

and ML are relevant, but L itself is irrelevant. Thus we shall 

gain generality, with no extra effort, by studying at first the 

functors F : B ~ A for which the triangle 

A 

K 

c 
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commutes. There is a basic construction which.characterizes 

such F, as follows. Given any subclass y 0f obj ~ and any 

function w : v·-:; obj A such that the expression 

FX = inK (Mf, wB B e.y, f€. ~(X, B)) 

exist for each object X of~: then F, thus defined, can be 

uniquely extended to a functor .~ -7 A satisfying KF = M. 

Conversely, any F : B ~ A for which KF = M can be obtained 

in this way (proposition 1.4.4). 

Having done that, we have to assume K = ML in order to 

proceed to our objectives. First we give a notation to the 

above construction: 

F = ( L, M : w). 

Thus the functors of this form are precisely those that satisfy 

MLF = M. Next we characterize those w for which F is a right 

M-subinverse of L - (th~t is, LF ,,.M 18 , which means 

LFX ~ M X for each X in obj ~). It is also necessary from 

here on to impose a certain preservation condition on L. The 

following stage of narrowing down the class of functors intro-

duces a more unexpected procedure we consider a type of 

functi0n w which is determined in a special way by a subclass 

~ of obj ~. and we set down the notation w = (~) (definition 

1.4.17). It then turns out that F is of the f0rm (L, M (U)) 

if and only if FLF = F and LF ~M 1 B · Then we look for a 

condition on U in order that (L,M : (~.)) be a right inverse of 

L. The necessary and sufficient condition is that the objects 

LU, with ue-~, be sufficiently plentiful so that each 0bject of 

B is M-initial for its morphisms into these objects. We name ;t 1!(1.e 
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c0ndition : LU is M-sufficient in B. Thus the right inverses 

of L are characterized. Finally, we obtain certain interesting 

modifications of the characterization theorem under additional 

assumptions; in particular we express the M-sufficiency of 

LU in terms of the notion of M-embedding from section 1.3, 

thereby making intensive use of the theory of that section.· 

Lest the above described excursion be suspected of being 

an exercise for its own sake, we promise here that each of the 

four successive layers of generality of the functor (L,M : w) 

will find its applications in later sections. It will be 

helpful to think of~.§_, ,g_ as Un, Crg, Ens respectively, with 

L and M the forgetful functors. 

The restriction to amnestic (rather than faithful) functors 

is for convenience and clarity. The restriction can be dropped 

at the cost of almost everywhererepiacing equalities by 

natural equivalences, but no essential gain in information 

would result. It is no great concern here that one encounters 

in the literature many "forgetful'' functors which fail to be 

amnestic for example the.various "operations" of ~s~szdr 

Indeed in this example one can make all the 

"operations" amnestic by identifying equally coarse objects. 

If a man seems driven by reasons other than convenience to dis-

tinguish between equally coarse objects, one can usually suggest 

that he should really be dealing wit~ a category "above'' the one 

he professes to study (and that if he takes this step, his 

forgetful functors will become amnestic). 
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L4. L Definition Given functors F,G : D ~ B and 

M : B ~ C we write F ~- G (and say F is M-coarser than G, 

G is M-finer than F) if there is a natural transformation 

t : G ~ F such that Mt is the identity natural transformation 

MF = MG, 

We use the same symbol .c:::"'M for an ordering of functors 

here, and of objects in definition 1.1.8; no confusion need 

arise, since the two orderings are related as follows. 

1.4.2, Proposition 1n the situation of definition 1.4.1, let 

let M be faithful. Then F --M G if and only if FX c=:==M GX for: 

each object X of D. 

1,4.3. Pr6position Given functors F, G : Q ~ B and 

M : §. ~ C. Let F -:::::M G and G S::::M F. Then F and G are 

naturally equivalent. If further M is amnestic, then F = G. 

0 

1.4.4. Proposition Given two amnestic functors K 

M : §. ~ C. 

( i) Given a class V c:. obj B and a function w : V ~ obj A . -
such that for each object X of §_, the K-initiality problem 

( M f , wB : B E. 'Y_ , _ f E .§. ( X , B )) 

has a solution FX (necessarily unique). Then the correspondence 

X n--)> FX can be uniquely ext.ended to a functor F B ~ A 

satisfying KF = M. 
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(i~) Each functor F 

in (i) above, 

B ~ A with KF = M can be obtained as 

Rem.ark It is possible f0r the K-initiality problem in (i) 

to be void for certain X (0f course not when X G:. y). When the 

problem is void, it is necessary to mention its source (see 

remark l,l.4(c)), Here the notation tells us that the source11 

dom Mf, is MX since f E:. §(X,B). Even if there is no f, we 

agree that MX is the source. 

Proof.: of 1.4.4. (i) We have 
I 

FX 

FX ,... 
I 
I 

Fg I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
FY 

x 
r... 

g 

y-

KFX=MX 

1 
MY' 

= inK (Mf, wB : B 6_ y~ fE..§(X,B)). 

WB 

B 

~-K_f_'_=_M_f~~~.,.MB=KwB 

figure 1 

Hence KFX = MX (see above remark). 

For each f : X ~ B with B E:.. V, 

the re exists unique f' : FX ---.:..,, wB 

with Kf' = Mf. Hence also KwB = MB 

{even if the problem is void). 

·Further, given g : Y ~ X, there 

is uniciue ( fg)' : FY·~ wB with 

K(fs)' = M(fg). As the lower 

diagram in figure 1 commutes, there 

is unique Fg : FY~ FX with 

K(Fg~ = Mg. We show that F thus 
, 

extend~d to morphisms is a functor. 

Consider also h : Z -7' Y. Then 

K(F(gh)) = M(gh) = Mg.Mh = 

= K(Fg).K(Fh) = K(Fg~Fh) whence by 
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the faithfulness of K, F(gh) = Fg~Fh. Likewise K(F~X) = 

= M 1x = 1 MX = 1 KFX = K ( 1Fx) I so F1.x =1Fx. Thus F : B ~ ~ 

is a functor with KF = M. If F' : B ~ A is also a functor 

with KF' = M and F'X = FX for each object X of~' then it 

follows at once from the faithfulness of K that F' = F. 

(ii) Given F : B ~A with KF = M. We take V =obj~ and 

FB 
w = F\Y· For each f in !i,(X,B) 

FX 
/)' 

I 

I 

the morphism Ff· : FX ~ FB is such 

r 1x' 
I 

that K(Ff) = Mf. 

If morphisms hf : Y ~ FB and 
·I 

I 
y 

f k : KY ~ MX are given such that· 
X---------+B 

KFX=MX 

l 
KY 

figure 2 

MB=KFB 

the lower triangle in figure 2 

commutes for each f, then as 1. X 

is one of the considered f, we 

have K(h1 ) = k. 
x 

Thus 

FX = i nK ( M f , wB 1 B E. y, f E .§. ( X , B) ) . (We remark 

that our choice of V made this initiality problem non-void.) 

In (ii) above we see the relevance of "large" initiality 

problems : it might be impossible to have y a set: this 

matter is considered further in section 1.7. 

1.4.5. Corollary Given two amnestic functors K 
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and M : B 4 c, If A is K-initiality cemplete, there 

exists at least ene functer F : 9 ----+ C with KF = M. 

Pr0ef Any ch 0 ice e f w in 1. 4 . 4 ( i) )fit i 11 db ; in p·a rt i cu 1 a r 

we may cheese V void. 

0 

Hu~ek Ll 967a, p, 557; · 1967b, p. 12i] made intensive use 

ef the constructien of propositien 1.4.4, but in a more 

c0mplicated form due to his mere general concept 0f initiality 

(see remark 1.1.13(1)). Our use of the c0nstruction branches 

off from Hu~ek's investigatiens at this p0int, because we 

are aiming at describing the right inverses of an amnestic 

functor L : A ~ g. From now en the functor K takes 

the more special ferm ML. 

THROUGHOUT THE REMAINDER OF THIS SECTION WE CONSIDER 

TWO GIVEN AMNESTIC FUNCTORS 

L A~ B AND M : B ~ C. 

1.4.6. Definition Given a subclass V of obj B and a - -
function w : V ~ obj A. The unique functor (if it exists) 

F : B ~ A determined by the two conditions 

( 1) MLF = M 

(2) for each object x of §.' 

FX = in ML (Mf, wB B E 'Y.. ~ f E §.(X,B)) 

will be written F = (L, M w). 
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l,4,7, The0rem ( i) The functors F : B ~ A with 

MLF =Mare precisely the functors F = (L, M : w). 

(ii) If A is ML-initiality complete, then (L, M : w) 

exists for each function w : V --.:;t obj A with V C.. 0bj B. 

Pro0f 1.4,4. 
D 

1.4.8. Remark Our choice of the notati0n (L, M : w) 

invites criticism at this point where, as remarked at the 

beginning 0f the secti0n, M and ML are relevant but L is 

irrelevant. However, from 1.4.17 onward we c0ncentrate on 

.special w to which L is relevant, and then our notcti0n is 

very efficient. Further, there is a formal trick by which 

the notation can still be used in the more general situation 

A 
K M c ~<--- B 

. . . ( -1 ) of proposition 1.4.4; namely: write M K, M : w for the 

-1 functor of 1.4.4. and agree that, formally, M K = L when 

K = ML. 

1.4~9. Proposition. If the functor F B ~ A satisfies 

MLF = M, then F = (L,M : F(obj ~). 

Proof This was obtained in the proof of l.4.4(ii). 

D 

t 
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1.4.10. Pr0p0siti0n If the funct0r F = (L, M w) exists, 

then wB .C:::ML FB f0r each B in dom w. 

Pro0f Take X = B, f = 1 8 in figure 1. 

0 

1.4.11. Remark One might be misled by 1.4.9 to expect 

1.4.10 to be an equality. An easy counter example is given by 

the f0rget ful f;unctors T : Qun ~ Top, E : H>p ~ Ens and 

the Pervin functor P of chapter 2, given by P = (Ti E : w) 

with dom w = {Iul and wiu = Iq' while Piuf=Iq (see 2.3.7). 

1.4.12 Definition The functor F : B ~ A is a right 

M-subinverse o.f L : A___,.§. if LF ~M 1a· 

Clearly such F has to satisfy MLF = M. 

1. 4. 13 Remark There.has been recent interest in continuous 

uniformities f0r a t0pological space, i.e. uniformities whose 

topologies are coarser than the given topology [Alo and 

Shapi~o 197c2). If L : ~ ~ Top and M : Top ---'> Ens are 

the forgetful funct0rs, then the right M-subinverses of L 

give continuous uniformities to topological spaces. Hence 

we see also that the funct0rs F with MLF = M need not be 

right M-subinverses of L (consider F : Top ~ l.Jn giving 

each space the discrete uniformit0. 
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1. 4. 14. Definiti0n ----- L preserves initiality f0r M if, 

whenever 

y = inML ( c, g.' Y. j E J) 
J J 

then 

LY = inM ( c' g 'I LY. j €. J) • 
J J 

1.,4. 15. Example If L and M are the forgetful funct0rs 

Un -..:;ir·· Crg, Crg ~ ~' then clearly L preserves initial i ty 

However, if L and M are the forgetful funct0rs 

Un ~ ~' Prox ~ Crg, then L d0es not .. preserve initiality 

f0r M ( .[Al fsen and Fenstad 1959, p. 359_] , [o0wker 196~ , 

fr I J LCsaszar 1963 p p. 96]) . 

1. 4. 16 Theorem (i) If F : g ~ ~ is a right M-subinverse 

of L, there exists a functi0n w such that F = (L, M : w) and 1 

for each B in d0m w, LwB ~ s; 

( i i ) L e't L p reserve in it i a 1 it y f 0 r M . I f F = ( L , M w) 

and LwB ...::::::. B for each B in dom w, then F is a right -M 
M-subinverse of L. 

~f (i) We may by 1.4.9 take w = F\0bj !· By 1.4.10, 

wB ~ML FB, whence LwB .~M LFB ~MB (definition 1.4.12). 

(ii) Given w y_ ~ Gbj A with F = (L, M : w) and, for 

each B in::!_, LwB -==M B. Thus f0r B t_ Y..' we have 

For each f : X ~ B, with 

B E. y_, we have t 8 .f : X --=t LwB such that the triangle 
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MX· Mf MB 

MX 

MX 

commutes; also by the condition on L we have 

LFX = inM (Mf, LwB : 8 € :y_.~ f E..~(X,B)). 

Thus there is mX : X --+ LFX such that Mmx = 1 MX, 

i. e • LF LM 1 8 ~ D 

We new introduce an important special form of the 

functions w hitherto considered. 

1.4.17 Definition Let U be a subclass of obj A. Then 

the function (~) : LU ~ obj ~ is given by 

(~)B = inML (Mf, A : A E. ~. f €.. ~(B,LA)) 

provided this expression exists for each B in L~; otherwise 

the function (~) is not defined. 

We now analyse the construction of the functor (L,M w) 

when w = (~). 

1.4.18. Proposition 

(i) If the expression 

Let U be a subclass of obj A· 

FX = inML (Mf, A : A E:. ~' ft=. ~(X,LA)) 

exists for each X in obj B, then the correspondence x·"'-""""+ FX 

can be uniquely extended to a functor F : B ~ A with MLF = M; 

and indeed F = (L,M: (U)). 
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(ii) If F = (L, M (~)) exists, then MLF =Mand for each 

0bject X 0f §_, 

FX = inML (Mf, A A€.~, fE.~(X,LA)). 

Pro0f (i) Applying the pr0cedure of the pr0of 0f prop0sition 

l.4.4(i) tp figure 3, we see that there is a unique functor 

F with MLF = M such that, f0r each X E. 0bj §_, 

FX = inML (Mf, A : A ~ ~, f E. ~ (X, LA)). 

I Fg, 

I 

I 
I 
I 

FY 

x 

' 

g 

y 

f' 

f 

LA 

Mf = Mlf I 

MLFX=MX MLA 

Mg 

MLFY=MY 

figure 3 
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Now the function (~) exists; indeed from definition 1.4.17 

and the given expressio~ for FX, we see that (~) = F\L~. 

We have to show that F = (L,M : (U)); by l.4.4(i) it suffices 

to show that 

FX = inML (Mf, (~)B B E. L~, f ~ B(X,B)) 

that is, 

FX = inML (Mf, FLA 

x·~~~~f.__~~~~LA 

: A E~, f b. E!(X, LA)). 

Putting X = LA (with A ~ ~) and 

f = 1LA in figure 3, we see that 

th'ere is tA : FLA --".>A with 

MLtA = Mf _ 1 in other words - MLA 

A ~ML FLA for each A E... U. 

For each 

f : X ~ LA we have 

MLFX= x ML f I =Mf MLA=MLFLA Ff FX ~ FLA with ML(Ff) = 

k 

/ 
MLZ figure 4 

m : Z ~ FX with MLm = k. 

= Mf. Further, given hf : Z ~Fu;\ 

and k : MLZ ~ MX such that the 

lower triangle in figure 4 

commutes for each f, we seek 

We observe that tA.hf : Z--+ A 

is such that ML(tA.hf) makes the lower triangle in figure 4 

commut1e; then from FX = inML (Mf, A : A ~ ~, f ~ .!2,(X, LA)) 
.. _,·_.,,, 

follows the existence of m : Z ~ FX with Mlm = k. 

( ii) Let F = ( L, M : (Jd) ) • Thus the function (~) has to 

exist and by definition 1.4.17, 
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) (.~)B = inML (Mg, U: U E~. g E:.§(B, LU)) 

for each B E. LU, Also by definition 1.4,6 we have 

MLF = M and, for each X E.. obj _§, 

FX = inML (Mf, (~)B: BE. L~, f E:.§(X,B)), 

From these two equations the associativity theorem 1.1.10 

gives 

FX = inML (Mg.Mf, u: u E ~.BEL~, x~ s-4 LU). 

We wish to augment this initiality (proposition 1,1,11) to 

yield FX = inML (Mh 0 U : U ~ ~, X_b_> LU) 

which is the desired result, But to apply proposition 

1.1.11 we need to know that for each h : X-.::, LU there is • 
h' : FX ~ U with MLh' = Mh. Now from the above equation 

for (~)B we readily see that there is ru : (~)LU~ U with 

MLrU = 1MLU' and from 1.4, 10 we have the existence of 

su FLU --7 (~)LU with MLsu = 1 MLU. Taking h' = r U .. ~ u. Fh 

FX -~ U, we have MLh'= 1,1.MLFh = Mh, as required. 

0 

An approximate summary of the above fundamental proposition 

is: 

F = ( L, M (J,J) ) if f 

MLF M and, for each X E.. obj _§, 

FX = inML (Mf, A AE.~, fE. .§(X,LA)). 

It is essential to observe the contrast between this 

result and definition 1.4.6 which approximately says: 



F = (L, M w) i ff 

MLF = M and, fer each X E.. obj _§, 

FX = inML (Mf, wB: B €.domw, f€. .§(X,B)). 

1.4.19 Proposition Let U be a subclass of obj A. 

the functor F = ( L, M : (1:!)) exists, then 

(i) for each AG::_~, A.C::::::::ML FLA 

(ii) (~) = Fl L~. 

40 

If 

Proof By l.4.18(ii), the assumptions of l.4.18(i) hold. 

In the proof of 1.4.lB(i) we explicitly obtained the two 

results here asserted. 

D 

We have been developing a hierarchy of functors of 

increasing specialization : First come the F with MLF = M, 

which are precisely the (L, M : w). Next come the right 

M-subinverses of L, which are precisely the (L, M : w) with 
" 

a certain condition on w (theorem 1.4.16), assuming that L 

preserves initiality for M. We have now reached the third 

level, that of the (L, M : (~)),which we characterize as 

follows. 

1.4.20 Theorem Let F : B ~ A be a functor. Consider 

the following two conditions: 

( a) LF ~M 1 B and F LF = F 
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(b) there is a subclass U of obj A such that 

F = ( L, M : ( 1l) ) • 

Then (a) implies (b). 

then ( b) implies (a). 

If L preserves initiality for M, 

f~ Given (a), we then have MLF = M. Letting 

~ = \FB : B E. obj .§.1 , we wish to prove F = (L, M : (1l)), 

that is ( 1. 4. 18) 

FX = inML (Mf, FB B t:. ob j .§. , f E:. .§. ( X , LFB ) ) . 

Given f : X ~ LFB we have 
FX ____ F __ f ___ -+ FB 
,,.. 
I 
I 

h. I ix 
I 
I 

' y 

·'x f 
-~------~LFB 

figure 5 

Ff : FX --J FLFB = FB, and 

ML( Ff) = Mf. Further'" consider 

hf : Y ----:.;. FB and k : MLY ..-.+ MX 

such that the lower triangle in 

figure 5 commut~s for all f, As 

LF ,..::::;M 1,8 we have ix : X --..:, . LFX 

with Mix = 1MX; with the commuta

tivity of the lower triangle for 

f = ix this gives k = Mlh. , which ix 
proves the required initiality. 

Conversely, given (b), i.e. F = (L, M: (~)),whence 

FX = in ML ( M f , A : A ~ ~, f E._ .§. ( X , LA) ) . Assuming that L 

preserves initiality for M, we have 

LFX = .inM (Mf, LA : A,it:_ ~' f ~ .§(X, LA)). Thus for 

each f X __...,. LA (AG.,~) we have f' : LFX -+ LA with Mf' = Mf. 



LFx~~~...;.._~~~~ 

A. 
! 
I 

MLFX=MX 

MX 

Mf '=Mf MLA 
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As the lower triangle in figure 6 

commutes, we have mX : X ~ LFX 

with Mmx = 1MX' 

Thus LFX ~M X, and hence from 

MLF = M follows LF .c::::"M ls' Hence 

'also FLF ..::::ML F, and it remains to 

prove F ~ML FLF, i.e. to find 

figure 6 jx : FLFX ~ FX with MLjx = 1Mx' 

Consider again that FX = inML(Mf, U: U ~_!d, f E. .§.(X, LU)). 

Hence for f : X ~ LU with U E. U' we have f.' : FX ~ U with 

f' FX ~~~~~~~~ 
ft.. 

' FLFX 

MX 

figure 7 

u MLf' = Mf. Likewise, as 

,Lf' : LFX ~ LU we have 

f II : F LFX ~ u with ML f II = M ( L f I ) = 

= Mf. Thus the lower triangle in 

figure 7 commutes and there exists 

Jx : FLFX ~ FX with MLjX = ~X' 

D 

We remark that the third level in the hierarchy, which we 

hav~ just characterized, is properly distinct fr~m the second 

level. Indeed we shall give an example (1.8.4) in which L 
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preserves initiality for M and there is a right M-subinverse 

F of L which does not satisfy FLF = F, i.e. is not of the form 

(L, M: (!:!)). 

We now prepare for the fourth and last level in the 

hierarchy, that of the right inverses of L. 

Let us for a moment consider the special situation that 

A = S and L = 18 . In this situation we can deal with the 

functor (1.g, M : (y)), where y is a subclass of obj g. This 

functor will be further considered in section 1, 8 I but here 

we neE!d to observe just one fact : by 1.4.18, 

(1s I M . (y)) = ls. if and only if, for each object . 
x of S, x = inM(Mf, S S e. y~ f E. §(X,S)). 

This will certainly be the case when V = obj g. When M is the 

forgetful functor Top ~ ~; then already y =\Dul suffices, 

where D is the space of two points and three open sets. We 
u 

shall show in 1.4.28 that the condition (1 S' M : (,~)) = 1 S 

closely resembles that of y being a "cogenerating class" for S. 

1.4.21. Definition A subclass y of obj § is M-sufficient 

(ins) if (1s• M : (y)) An object S of S is M-suff icient 

if the class ls} is M-sufficient. 

We recall that we are dealing with two amnestic functors 

L A --+ B and M B ~ C. 
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1.4.22 Theorem Let~ C:obj ~· If the functor 

(L, M : (~)) is a right inverse of L, then the class LU is 

M-sufficient in B. 

Proof Let F = (L, M 

X E obj B, that . . -

FX 

1' 
I 
I 

m1 
I 
I 

FY 

x 
...,... 

I, 
I 

Lm I 
I 

' y 

Mf 

(~)) and LF = 1 B. To prove, for 

A e.~, f E:g(X, LA)). 

LA 

For f : X ~ LA with A €.. ~· 

consider gf : Y ~ LA and 

k : MY ~ MX such that the lower 

diagram in figure 8 commutes. 

By l.4.19(i) we have jA: FLA --:;.A 

with MLjA =1MLA' Let f' = jA.Ff 

then MLf' = Mf and ML(jA.Fgf) = Mgf. 

Hence, considering that 

FX = i nM L ( M f , A : A E ~, f G. B ( X , LA) ) 

(1.4.18), there exists m : FY --t FX 

such that MLm = k. Now since 

LF =1
8

, we have Lm: Y ~ X, and 

M(Lm) = k, as required. 

MX ---------- MLA 

k 

figure 8 
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1.4.23 Theorem (i) Let F .§. --1' ~ be a right inverse of 

L. Then there is a subclass U of obj A such that F = (L,M : (~)) 

and LU is M-sufficient in B. 

(ii) Let L preserve initiality for M. If U is a subclass 

of obj ~ such that LU is M-suff icient in ~. then the functor 

(L, M : (~)), if it exists, is a right inverse of L. 

Proof ( i) Immediate from 1. 4. 20 and 1. 4. 22. 

(ii) Let F = ( L, M : (.~)) , 

i.e, FX = inML(Mf, A : A E. ~. f E. §.(X, LA)), 

As L preserves initia.lity for M, we have 

LFX = inM(Mf, LA : A ~~. f E.. §.(X, LA)), 

i.e. LF = (1 8 , M : ( L~)). As LU is M-suff icient in .§_, 

LF = 1 -s .... 

D 

1.4.24 Corollary Let L preserve initiality for M, and 

let F = (L, M : (~)) with~ C obj~· Then F is a right inverse 

of L if and only if LU is M-sufficient in B. 

Proof 1 . 4 . 2 2 and 1 . 4 . 2 3. 
D 

1.4.25 Theorem Let L preserve initiality for M, let V be 

an M-suff icient subclass of obj .§_, and let the functor 

F : .§. ~ ~ be a right M-subinverse of L. Then F is a right 

inverse of L if and only if LFV = V for each V E.. V. 
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Proof If LF =!8 , then trivially LFV = v. Conversely, let 

LF ~M 1s with LFV = V for. each V .E... y_. By 1.4.16 there is 

a function w with F = (L, M : w} and, for each B €. dom w, 

By 1.4.6. we have, f0r X E.. obj g, 

FX = inML (Mf, WB : B E. dom w, f E .§(X, B)) 

so that by the condition on L, 

LFX = i nM ( M f, LwB : B G:. <fam w, f €. .§ ( X, B) ) . 

For VE::. Y._'this e~uation gives 

V = LFV = inM ( Mh, LwB : B E.. dom w, h E. .§ ( V, B)) . 

As v·is M-sufficient, 

X = inM (Mg, V : V €. y_, g E § (X, V)). 

By the associativity theorem 1.1.10, the equations for X and V 

together imply 

X = inM(Mh.Mg, LwB V E::. Y.., B E.. dom w, 

x g 
> . ) v h B). 

Since LwB ==.,MB, we can a~gment (1.1.11) the class of morphisms 

g h ' x . th X - > V ..., B to the class of all f : --"t B; in o er 

words 

X = inM (Mf, Lwb : B E:.. dom w, f €... .§(X,B)). 

Thus X = LFX. As MLF = M, it follows that LF = 18 . 

d 

1.4.26 Remark The above theorem fails if the assumption 

that F is a right M-subinversive of L is weakened to MLF = M. 

This follows from [srummer ·i969a, example 3.21. On the other 

hand, we can give a-n extreme example ebidem, p. 40~ of an F 

with LF ·=::;:M ls and FLF = F, such that F is not a right inverse 
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of L. Indeed, let L and M be the forgetful functors 

Let F = L, M : C!:O) where U is void 

o~, j-~~t as well, consists of a single quasi-uniform space of 

one point. By 1.4.20 and 1.4.22, F has the stated properties. 

It is further easy to see that F is the ML-coarsest of all the 

functors G ~ Top ~ Qun for which MLG = M. 

0 

The following result strengthens theorem 1.4.20. 

1.4.27 Theorem Let the functor F : .§ -t A be a ri.gh t 

M-subinverse of L such that FLE = F. · Then there is a largest 

satisfying F = (L, 
, . A 

subclass U of obj A M : 
I\ 
(~)) I namely 

/\ l ~ = A E.. obj A i 
: A LML FLAJ. 

Proof 

FLA 

tA 
FX ____ i __ A.._'_F_f ____ t: 

h. I 

Jx: 

y 

x 

MLY 

~-----f-----~ LA ,,. 

figure 9 

""' Taking U as stated, we first show 
,,... 

that F (L, M: (~)). For each 

A E "' U we have iA : FLA ~ A with 

MLiA = 1MLA. Then ML (iA.Ff) = Mf. 

Consider hf y ---; A and 

k : MLY -? MX such that the lower 

triangle in figure 9 commutes for · 

each f : X -7 LA ~A ~ :Q) . 
As LF ....:::M 1 81 we have jx : X ~ LFX 

with M j X = 1 MX . As F LF = F, we 
A 

have FX = FL(FX) so that FXcE: ~: 

hence jX : X -+ L(FX) is one of 
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FX, and (with f = h. ) 
,.. Jx 

the considered f. We have h. . y ~ . 
Jx 

Thus F = ( L' M (~)) . the lower triangle gives-k = MLh. . 
Jx 

Now consider any ~ ·c. obj A such that F = (LI M : (~)). By 
A. 

l.4.19(i) immediately ~C:. ~· 
_O 

The following proposition elaborates our earlier remark 

that M-sufficient classes resemble "cogenerating classes". 

1;4.28 Proposition Given an amnestic functor M 

assume that 

( 1) B is M-initiality complete 

(2) B is co-wellpowered 

(3) c has products 

(4) c is an Isbell bicategory. 

Let X be an M-separated object of ~. and let y C obj B. Then 

the following two statements are equivalent: 

(a) x = inM (Mg, v : v E: y~ g E ~(X, V)) 

(b) There is an M-embedding of X into a product of a set of 

members of V; 

-· Proof By 1.2.5, ~ has products and M preserves them. Let 

(b) hold. Thus we have an index set J and V. E: V ( j E J) 
J 

and an M-embedding 

f: x -71T v., 
J 

the product having projections p .. 
J 

By 1.2.4 the p. form an 
.1 
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M-initiality, and h~nce by the associativity theorem 1.1.10 

the p.f form an M-initiality at X. We can clearly augment 
J 

this M-initiality by 1.1.11 to obtain (a). 

Conversely, let (a) hold. For each f : X ~ V 

with V ~ V'we have a distinguished factorization 

x f' f" x - . ) 
f M-embedding v M-surjection 

namely that of 1.3.11(1); the proof there provides a means 

of distinguishing this factorization among equivalent ones. 

By assumption (2), since the f' are epimorphisms, there are, 

up to isomorphism, only a set of them, which we denote 

lf ~ : j E. J}. Thus we have 
J 

f. f ~ f'! 
x J ~ v. = x J ) xf. J ~ v .. 

J J 
J 

We claim that 1 f j : j E. J} is an M-initiality. Given 

h. : Y ~ V. and k : MY~ MX 
f. J J 

v. such that the lower triangle in 
J 

figure 10 commutes, we S'eek 

m : Y -t X such that Mm = k. 

y Consider any f : X -7, V, V €. Y..· 

Mf. 
J 

MX MV. 
J 

k 

MY 

figure 10 

Then f' is equivalent tG some 

f!, i.e. there is an isomorphism 
J 

d. such that f' = d. f ! ' and we set 
J J J 

d. =l in case f = f .. Since 
J J 



Mh. = Mf'! (Mf '. , k) and since the J J J 

x f I 

xf 
f" v 

,,.. 

iso 

Mf I Mf" 
Mx----~) MXf-----~ MV 

k 

MY 

Md. iso 
J 

Mf'! MXf. ____ J __ __,, 

J 

figure 11 
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f~ as constructed in the 
J 

proof of 1.3.11(1) is an 

M-initiality, there is 

a merphism m. 
J 

wit h Mri'I . - M f '. .,k • Now . 
J J ·• . :· 

Hence Mhf 

f"d.m .. Thus 
J J 

V is such 

= Mf" o Md. o Mf ~. k 
J J 

= Mf". Mf I • k 

= Mf. k · 

and therefore, by condition 

(a), there is m : Y --T· X 

such that Mm = k. Thus 

{ f j : j €. J1 is an 

M-initiality at-X. By 

proposition 1.3.7 there 

is then a simple 

M-initiality e: X-+PV., 
. ;11 1 J 

and as X is M-separated, 

e is an M-embedding. 

1.4.29 Theorem -· Let the following six assumptions hold. 

(1) A is ML-initiolity complete 

(2) L preserves initiality for M 



(3) 

(4) 

( 5) 

(6) 

B is co-wellpowered 

C has products 

C is an Isbell bicategory 

There is an M-sufficient M-separated ebject B 
0 

in B. 
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Then fer any subclass~ ef obj~ the functor F = (L, M : (1l,)) 

exists and the following five statements are equivalent: 

(a) F is a right inverse of L 

(b) LU is M-sufficient in B. 

(c) LFB = B 
0 0 

f E B (B , LU)) 
- 0 

(e) There is an M-embedding of B into a product of a 
0 

set of members of LU. 

Proof By 1.4.24, (a) and (b) are equivalent. Since F is 

a right M-subinverse of L, the equivalence of (a) and ( c) 

follows immediately from 1.4.25. By assumption ( 2) ' 

LFB = inM(Mf, LU : u E: ~. f E B(B , LU)) , 
0 - 0 

so that (c) and (d) are equivalent. From assumptions ( 1) 

(2) clearly follows that ~·is M-initiality complete; thus 

1.4.28 is applicable and (d) and (e) are equivalent. 
;· 

D 

and 

Remark The assumptions (3), (4)•and (5) were only used to 

prove the equivalence of (d) and (e). 
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The theery of the four-level hierarchy in this section 

originated in a result ~rtlmmer 19690, theorem 3.~ which 

described the right inverses 0f the forgetful functor 

Qun ~ Tep. That theorem WQS obtained in ign0rance of the 

fact that the c0nstruction of the lowest level of the hierarchy 

~ ( ) overlaps with one given by Husek see eur remark after 1.4.5 . 

A preliminary attempt at developing the present theory was 

made in [srtlmmer 1969cJ. 
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1.5. THE SPECIAL RIGHT INVERSE THEORY 

The situation A 

;/ 
B ML 

~ I 
c 

in which right inverses of L and their generalizations were 

studied in the previous section, admits the following two 

specializations: 
A B 

/ B L 

~B 
·and 

y 
B 

~ c 

M 

The first •will be studied in this section, the second in 

sect ion 1. 8, We show here that the theory of the previous 

section applies very readily to yield a description of right 

inverses of L in terms of L-initiality. We also give certain 

relations between L-initiality ond ML-initiality from which 

it becomes clear why the more complicated theory of the 

previous section was necessary. 

THROUGHOUT THE PRESENT SECTION L A~ BIS 

AN AMNESTIC FUNCTOR. 
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We observe two trivialities: 

(1) L preserves initiality for 1
8

• 

(2) Fer functors F : 8 ~ ~' the condition MLF = M of the 

previous section here reduces to LF = 18 , so that the 

entire hierarchy of section 1.4 here collapses to the class 

0f right inverses of L. 

Thus theorem 1.4.7. gives: 

1.5.1. Proposition 

the functors (L, 18 

(i) The right inverses of Lare precisely 

w) with dom w C-obj §_, c0dom w C. 0bj ~·) 

(ii) If~ is L-initiality complete, then (L,18 : w) exists 

for each function w with dom w C. 0bj §_, codom w Cobj A. 

D 
Likewise theorem 1.4.20 yields: 

1.5.2. Theorem The right inverses of L are precisely the 

functors ( L, 18 (U)) with UC::. obj A. - - -

D 

This simple description of the right inverses of L raises 

the question of whether our more complicated descriptions in 

section 1.4.~were necessary at all. The following example 

and remark answer this question. 

1. 5. 3. Example Let L : Un ~ Crg and M : Crg ~ Ens be 

the usual forgetful functors. Then Un is ML-initiality complete 
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but not L-initiality complete. 

Proof. We said in 1.2.3 that it is obvious that Un is 

ML-initiality complete. (Remark This is obvious exactly 

because ML-initiality is so easy to handle in Un : given 

uni form spaces A. and functions g. : C ~ MLA., one takes the 
J J J 

preimages under the g. of the entourages in the A., and 
J J 

observes that one thereby has on C a subbase for the uniform 

On the other hand, I know of no 

such simple way of dealing with L-initiality for Un). 

To continue with the proof, suppose that Un is L-initiality 

complete. Let U be the class consisting of just one uniform 

space of one single point a. Then the functor F = ( L, 1 B : (.~0) 
-

exists and is a right inverse of L (1.5.2). For any obj~ct X 

of Crg, FX is then the L-coarsest, and hence the ML-coarsest, 

among all the uniform spaces Y for which LY = X. This is 

1-
1 
I 
4 

• 
' .. y 

LY 
figure 1 

clear fro~ figure 1.) But 

it is well known ~illman and 

Jerison 1960, problem 15KJ 

that a Tihonov space X admits 

an ML-coarsest uniformity if 

and only if X is locally 

compact. 

0 
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The follewing result is a p0sitive and typical applicati0n 

0f theorem 1.5.2. 

1.5.4. Example The forgetful functor E : Top 4 Ens has 

exactly two right inverses : one giving the accrete, another 

giving the discrete_top0logy to each set. 

Pr~of . By 1.5.2 each right inverse F of E is d the from 

F = (E,1Ens: (,!d)) with UC 0bj Top. By 1. 4 • 2 7 we may 

take U maximal, namely 

U = {A E obj Top : A ·~ FEA} . 

Let Du c:len0te the topological space~- If Du E.. .!d• ·then 

FX is always discrete indeed each f : X ~ LD becom~s a 
u 

continuous mapping FX -+ D and hence every subset of FX 
u 

is open in FX. On the other hand, suppose Du~ .!d· From 

the above form of .!d• it follows that no space finer than Du 

can be in U. Writing D for a set of two points, we see that 

FD is an occrete space. For any set X, any function. 

f : D ~ X becomes a continuous mapping Ff : FD ~ FX. 

As FD is accrete, so is FX. 

D 

Finally we give two useful general relations between the 

funct0rs ( L, M : (~)) and ( L, 1 8 : (~)). 

1.5.5. Proposition. Let _!d C..obj A. If the functor 

F = (L, M : (~)) is a right inverse of L, then F = (L,le (~)) . 
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Pr00f. By 1.4.18, it suffices to prove that 

FX = inL(f, A A E. ~. f E .§.(X, LA)). 

FX f' A We have 

"' I 
FX inML(Mf, A E. U, f E .§.(X,LA)). = . A I . 

m• 
I Given f . x ~ LA, there is 
I 

. 
I 
I f' . FX ~ A with MLf' = Mf . As . 
y 

Lf '= f LFX = X, we have Lf I . x ~ LA and 
LA 

. 
then by the faithfulness of M, 

k Lf' = f. Consider hf : Y ~ A 

and k : LY ~ X such that the middle 

LY triangle in figure 2 commutes. Then 
Mf 

MX ---------"!> MLA the lower triangle commutes and there 

is m : Y 4 FX with MLm ,,;, k. As 
Mk 

both Lm, k : LY ~ X and M is 

faithful, we have Lm = k. 

MLY 
figure 2 0 

In 1.5.5. we cannot assume l~ss than that F is a right 

inverse of L; this is· immediate from 1.5.2. 

1.5.6. Proposition Let U C. obj A. If the functor 

F = (L, 1B : (~)) exists, then there is a class U' with 

U C::::.U' C::obj A such·that F.;,, (L,M (~')). 

Pro0f By 1.5.2 F is a rigbt inverse of L. Hence by 1.4.23 

there is U with F = (L, M: (U )). 
-0 -o For f. : X ~ LA with 
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A E ~ the re is by hype thesis f ' : FX ~ A with L f ' = f , and 

hence Mlf' = Mf. Thus by 1.1.11 we can augment the 

initiality. 

FX = inML (Mf, A A ,.;;;:: _b!
0 

, f E .§ ( X , LA) ) 

.to FX = inML(Mf, A A E..,b!', f G.. §.(X,LA)) 

where U' = u u u. 
-0 -

0 
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1.6. RIGHT INVERSES AND ADJb1NTS 

In this section we give sufficient conditions for an 

amnestic functor L : ~ ~ 8 to have an adjoint right inverse, 

that is, a right inverse which is also a (left) adjoint in 

the sense 0f ~an 1958] , f re yd 19641, ~errl ich 19691, (and 

termed a "c0adjoint" ey Mitchell ~96SJ). An adjoint right 

inverse was called a lari by Gray [1965]. 

The basic relations between adjoint right inverses and 

finest right inverses are clarified with the aid of the special 

theory of the previous section. 

THROUGHOUT THIS SECTION, L : A ~ 8 AND 

M : B ~ C ARE GIVEN AMNESTIC FUNCToRS. 

1.6.1. Proposition If F and G are right iTiverses of L, 

then F ~L G if and only. i.f .F ~ML G. 

0 

Hence in dealing with ~ight inverses of L, we may use the 

terms finer, finest, coarser, coarsest without the prefixes L-

or ML-. 

We shall occasionally impose the condition on the category 

B that there is only one nOtural transformation of the identity 

functor 18 to itself. This is no great restriction, as it is 
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fulfilled when B has a generator (in the sense of ~itchell 

1965]) with just one endomorphism: such is the case when B 

is a concrete category containing a one-point object. (I 

owe this remark to or~ K.A. Hardie.) 

1.6.2. Proposition Let B be such that there is only one 

natural transformation of1
8 

to itself. Then: 

(i) L : A~ B has at most one adjoint right inverse. 

(ii) If R is an adjoint right inverse of L with the adjunctions 

r :18 ~ LR and s : RL ~ 1A' then r = (1 8 ) 8 e. 8 and 

Ls = (1 LA) A E. ~. 

(iii) If R is an adjoint right inverse of L then lA..i::::.L RL 

and hence R is the finest right inverse of L. 

Proof (i) If Rand R' are adjoint ri~ht inverses of L, there 

is a natural equivalence t : R' ~ R. Then Lt :1
8 

_:; j
8

, so 

that Lt= (1
8
), dnd thus R..L.L R'. 

R,.- R 
--L . As L is amnestic, R' = R. 

Considering t-I gives 

( i i ) r = ( \ ) s inc e LR = 1
8 

• Fer each A E:. obj A we have 

Ls A. rLA 

(see e.g. U,errlich 1968, 

= 1LA 

Satz 6.4.3]) and as rLA = lLA' 

(iii) Immediate from (ii). 

D 
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The following example shows ~hat it is possible for 

the functor L to have a finest right inverse but no adjoi~t. 

However, I have not investigated whether it is possible for 

L (in 1.6.2) to have a finest right inverse and an adjoint, 

but no adjoint right inverse. 

1. 6. 3. Example Let L be the forgetful functor Un·~ Prox.-

The condition in 1.6.2 is satisfied.. There is a well-known 

right inverse R of L, assigning to each proximity space the 

coarsest compatible uniform space, which is also the unique 

compatible precompact uniferm space [Alfsen and Fenstad 1959]. 

Hence if A is a non-precompact uniform space, then A fl RLA. 

Thus 1~ ~L RL, so that by l.6.2(iii) R is not adjoint to L. 

However there is an unpublished proof by S. Salbany (and an 

implicit claim in ~ulek 1967a, example s)) that R is .. the 

only (and thus the finest) right inverse of L. Furth•r, L has 

no adjoint. Indeed, R induces an equivalence between ~ and 

Pc (the full subcategory of precompact spaces in Un) carrying 

L to the precompact reflection~ ~ Pc and R to the inclusion 

Pc ~ Un: th us L is adfoint to R. Hence, if L had an adjoint 

K, then LK would be adjoint to LR (which is lp ) and thus rox 

LK would be naturally equivalent to 1p . · rox By considering 

the underlying sets one then readily sees that K would be 

naturally equivalent to R, in contradiction to the fact that R 

is not adjoint to L. 

D 
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1.6.4. P~oposition If R is a right inverse of L such that 

1. ~ RL, then R is adjoint to L. A --L 

Proof. The adj u n ct ions (]. B) : 1. B ~ LR and s : R L -7l' ] A 

(given by 1A .c::::::.L RL) satisfy the required conditions 

(e.g. LHerr~ich 196& Satz 6.4.3J) f0r R to be adjoint to L. 

D 

1.6.5. Proposition Let R be a right inverse of L. Then 

lA c=:::::::.L RL if ancr· only if R (L, 1 B : (obj~)). 

Proof By 1.4.27 there is a largest subclass 

U of obj A with R = ( L, 1
8 

: (~)), namely 

U = tA Eobj ~ : A c:::::L RLA} 

= obj ~· 

Conversely, from R = (L, 1 8 : (obj~)) follows RLA 

RLA = inl (g 6 U: U ~obj ~o g £§.(LA, LU)). 

Taking U =A and g = lLA we have f : RLA ~ A with Lf = g, 

i. e . A ~L RLA. 

1.6.6. Proposition 

ation of 1
8 

to itself, 

0 

Let there be only one natural transform-

(i) If L has an adjoint right inverse R, then R = (L, 1
8

: {obj~)). 

(ii ) I f the functor ( L w l 8 : ( ob j ~) ) ex i st s , then it is the 

adjoint right inverse of L. 
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Proof (i) 1.6,2. and 1,6,5, 

(ii ) L 5 . 2 , L 6 , 5 and L 6 . 4 . 

'LI 

1,6.7. Proposition If A is L-initiality complete, then L 

has an adjoint right inverse, 

Proof 1,5,2, 1.6,5, 1,6,4. 
D 

1. 6. 8. Example Let L : Un -7 Prox be the forgetful functor. 

Then Un is not L-initiality complete. (This follows from 1.6.3 

and L 6. 7,) 

D 

We now extend proposition l,6.7. by bringing in the second 

amnestic functor M (the motivation again being ~xample 1.5.3 and 
.. , 

the discussion in section 1,5). 

1.6.9 Proposition Let ~ be ML-initiality complete, let L 

preserve initiality for M and let L(obj ~) be M-sufficient in 

B. Then (L, M : (obj A)) is the adjoint right inverse of L. 
' -

Proof By 1.4.23, F = (L,· M : (obj~.)) is a right inverse of 

A --=::.ML FLA. Thus there L, By 1,4,19, for each A €::.obj~' 

is jA : FLA ~ A with MLjA = 1MLA. As F is right inverse to 

Postcript. There is a partial conver$e to prpposition 1.6.9: 

I f the re is a r i g h t in v e rs e R o f L such that 1 A ...:::::.L R L , then L 

preserves initiality for M. -
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L, we hove ~jA : LA~ LA ancl it follows that LjA = 1LA. 

Thus ?A_...L FL, and by L6o4 F is adjoint to L. 

1.6010 Remarks (1) The condition that L(obj ~) be 

D 

M-sufficient in B is often trivially satisfied, namely when 

L(obj ~) = obj B. 

( 2) Let L be the forgetful functor Un ~ Crg. The existence 

of an adjoint right inverse of L follows immediately from 

10609 (using the forgetful functor M : Crg ~ ~ and the 

ML-initiality completeness of Un, proved in"l.5.3). We observe 

that the ~xistence ~f this adjoint right inverse is thus purely 

an elementary consequence of initiality considerations, though 

some texts (e.g. [K.elley ·1955);) construct this functor by means 

of pseudometrics. 

(3) We do not cliscuss the analogy between proposition 1.6.9 

and Freyd' s Adjoint Functor Theorem '{Freyd 1964] ., We do 

observe that each right inverse of a functor L can be regarded 

as an acljoint right inverse of a suitable restriction of L : 

1.6.11 Proposition Let R be a right inverse of L. Let A' 

be the full subcategory of A whese class of ebjects is 

{u E_obj A U~L RLU) o L and R induce functors L' ' A' ~ .§. . 
and R' B ~ A'. Then R' is an c::tdjoint right inverse to. L' . 
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Proof c 1 ea r 1 y L ' R ' = l 8 and 1 A , -::::..L , R , L • • Thus by 1.6.4. 

R' is adjoint to L'. 

D 
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1.7. STRUCTURE OF THE CLASS OF RIGHT INVERSES. 

We again consider an amnestic functor L : ~ ~ g, and 

show that, under certain conditions involving a second 

amnestic functor M : g ---> f., the class of right inverses 0f 

L with the ordering "c0arser than" is a complete "lattice". 

We say ' "lattice" ' because the cla's may be an unset, 

i. e, not a set, This 0ccurs when L is the forgetful functor 

Un~ Crg and in some anal0gous cases.- For these cases 

we raise tw0 appealing problems concerning the occurrence 0f 

right inverses of the ferm (L,1 8 (~))with~ having only 

one member. 

1.7.1. Definition ri(L) is the class of all right inverses 

0f L, partially ordered by the relation ~L' 

1.7.2. Remarks (1) In dealing with classes of functors 

B ~ A we use the obvious symbols supML' inf ML (resp. supl, 

in fl) determined by the 0rdering ~f;°iN,. (resp, -~L). However 

by 1.6.1, -=:_ML end-=::L coincide on ri.(L), so that here we may 

simply write sup, inf, .:::::.. .. 

(2) Sinde it is in generel impossible for a functor to be a 

member of a class in a Bernays - von Neumann - Gedel theory 

of sets and classes, a device such as a scale of universes 

would be needed for handling ri(L) and its subclasses. This 

objection only properly epplies to part· (ii) of our theorem 
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1.7.6; we treat that part naively as it will not be applied 

subsequently. All other occurrences of the symbol ri(L) can 

be removed by the device : replac~·· "FE. ri(L) 11 by "F is a 

right inverse ef L". 

1.7.3. Proposition Let F, G E..ri(L) with F = (L, M 

and G = ( L, M : ~y)) . 

( i) If ~ C:::.. y then F c::::: G. 

(ii ) I f F ~ G dnd V is maxima 1 for G , then U C:.. V . 

Proef --- ( i) is obvious. 

(ii) If u E..U then by 1.4.19 

U c::ML FLU ~ML GLU 

so that by 1.4.27, u ~~· 

D 

1.7.4. PropositioM Let A be ML-initiality complete and . 

let L preserve initiality for M. 

Let F . = ( L, M : ( U . ) ) E r i ( L) ( j ES.: .. J ) 
J -J -

and let ~ = LJ {~.i : j El:. J] . 
Then ( L, M : (.~.)) = sup { F j : j E.. } E.. r i ( L). 

Since by 1.4.22 earih LU. is 
-J 

Proof Let F = ( L, M : (~) )", 

M-sufficient, so is L~, and hence by 1.4.23 F E.. ri(L). By 

1.7.3, Fis an upper bourid of the F .. 
J 

If G is any upper bound. 

of the F. in ri(L), then by 1.4.27 we have maximal V with 
J 

G = (L, M (y)), and 1.7.3 gives Fe:::. G. 

D 
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The fellewing definition is motivated by three important 

examples : the space [o, ~ · in Crg which admits a unique 

uniformity, the space D in Top which admits a unique quasi-
u . 

unifermity LBrUmmer 1969a] and the bitopelegical space lb 

which admits a unique quasi-uniformity [salbany 1970]. 

1.7.5. Definition An object 8 of B is an L,M-pivot if 
0 -

B is M-suff icient in B and there is a uniq~e ebject A of 
0 0 

A such that LA
0 

= B
0

• 

1.7.6. Theorem Let ~ be ML-initiality complete, let L preserve 

initiality fer M, and let B have an L,M.;.pivet B . Then 
0 

(i) L has a coarsest right inverse, namely 

(ii) Each non-void subclass of ri(L) has a supremum 

and an infimum in ri(L). 

Proof (i) Let A = .L.;. 1 (B.) and let F = (L,M: (.fA
0
i. )), then 

0 0 0 \ ~J 

GX 

x 

MLF X=MX 

~M:r 
MLGX=MX 

f 

F f 
0 

Mf=MLF 0 f 

figure 

B =LA 
0 

1 

A 
0 

0 

by 1.4.23 F is a right inverse 
0 

of L. Consider any right 

inverse G of L. For f : . X ~LA 
0 

we have Gf : GX .....;ii. A 
0 

since, 

by the pivot property of B o' 

GLA -. GB = A . It is now 
0 0 0 

clear from figure 1 that 

F 
0
X ~ML GX, s 0 that F 

0 
~ G. 
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(ii) Supremo are given by 1.7.4. Further, for each non-void 

subclass 2 0f ri(L), the class of lower bounds of~ is 

non-void (having F in it) and so has a supremum, which 
0 

is then inf S. 

D 

The above theorem i~ an immediate generalizbtion of 
: 

[srtJmmer l 969a, preposi t i0ns 1. 5 and 1. 7] . 

1.7.7. Proposition Let J be an index set, 

be a subfamily of obj ~, let the product A = 
0 

let u ={uj: jc.J 

TI U. exist in 
j 6J J 

~, and let ML preserve this product. 

(i) If (L,M : (~)) is a right inverse of L, then 

(L,M : (U)) = (L,M : (\A
0
})). 

(ii) Suppose that L (as well as ML) preserves the product }J.J Uj. 

Then, assuming only that (L,M : (~)) exists, we have 

(LIM : (~) ) = (LIM : ({A 1)) . 
0 . 

I 

Proof. LetF=(L,M: (~)). To prove F = (LIM : ({A ~ ) ) • 
0 

Given f x -+ LA , let f. 
0 J 

= Lp .• f, where p. : A ~ U. are the 
J J 0 J 

There are f '. 
J 

FX ~ U. with MLf! = Mf., and 
J J J 

projecti0ns. 

hence there is f' : FX -+ A with p .f' = f '· .. 
0 J J 

MLp .. MLf' = MLf! = 
J J 

= Mf. = 
J 

= Mlp. oMf, 
J 

Then 

and as ML preserves the product, the MLp. are projections, whence 
J 
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m, 

I 
I 
y 

MLY 

A 
0. 

LA 
0 
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MLf' = Mf. 

Now consid~r hf : Y -7'· ·A such 
o-

that MLhf = Mf.k for each 

f : X -+ LA . Then 
0 

Mfj.k = ML(pjhf). If we·assume 
' 

that L preserves the product A
0

, 

then LA
0 

is a product with pro

jections Lpj and then the fj. 

range through all possible 

morphisms g : X ~). LU .. Since 
J 

j E:'J' g. E, 
J 

B (X, LU.)) 
-- J 

and we have the -p j. hf : Y ~ u. 
J 

such that the lower triangle 

(Mf .. k = ML(p.hf)) commutes for 
J J 

each g . : X 4 LU. and each 
J J 

j ·E J ~·: .... it follows that there 

figure 2 
exists m : Y ~ FX with MLm = k. 

T~us (~i) is proved. To prove (i) 

we drop the assumption that L preserves the product, and we 

assume that F = (L,M (~)) is right inverse to L. We need only 

prove that each 

f: x ~ LA . 
0 

There exist g! 
J 

gj : X ~ LUj is ef the form Lpj.f, with. 

Consider g. : X ~ LU. given for each j E..J. 
. J J 

FX ~ LU. with MLg ! =- Mg .. 
J J J 

Hence there 

exists g' : FX ~ A with ·p g' - g' 0 j - j. Let f = Lg'. Since 

LFX = x, we have f : x~ LA and both Lg!' g. : x ~ LU .. 
0 J J J 

Thus by the faithfulness of M, Lg~ ·- g .. Now g. = Lg! = 
J J J J 

= L(p.g') = Lp .. f, with f : x ~LA' as required. 
J J 0 

0 
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1~7:8. Definition. A right inverse F of L is simple if there 

is an object A
0 

in A such that F = (L, 1
8 

: ({A
0
1)). 

We point out that in this definition we expressly avoid the 

second functor M in order to make the definition intrinsic. It 

is relevant tho~ functors of the form (L, 1 
B (~)) are always 

right inverses of L (1.5.2). 

1.7.9. Proposition. If A is an object of _A such that 
0 

F = (L, M : ({A
0
l)) is a right inverse of L, then F is simple. 

ProoL By 1.5.5, F = (L, 1
8 

D 

1.7.10 Proposition. Let ~ have products and let ML preserve 

products. 

F ~ (L, M 

If there is a ~ ~ of objects of A. such that 

(~)) is a right inverse of L, then F is simple. 

Proof. l.7.7(i) and 1.7.9. 

0 

It is possible for L to have no right inverse, or exactly 

one (e~ample 1.6.3), or exactly two (example 1.5.4). We now 

discuss a case where there is an unset of right inverses. For 

the rest of thi~ section we consider the two forgetful functors 

T E 

L 7 .11 The0rem. For each infinite cardinal number 

and 

u -m 

2 ~, let 

= lA : A G;obj Un and card ETA L_ m} 

= (T,·E: (U )). 
-m 



Theh: 

(i) 

(ii) 
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Each Fm is a simple right inverse 0f :T. 

m<n implies F < F (i.e.· F -=/= F and F ~ F ) . 
m n m n m n 

Thus T has an unset 0f right inverses. 

(iii) Fer each simple right inverse G of T, there exists m 

such that G c:::::. F . 
m 

Pr00f ( i) .The c0nd it ion m .::::.. 2)t0 ensures that the uni f.0rm 

space 0n (o, l] is. in ~m' and as [o, ~ is E-sufficient in 

Crg, it foll0ws fr0m 1.4.23 that Fm is a right invers'e of L. 

That F is simple, is seen by taking one representative from 
m 

each unif0rm isemorphism class in U and applyin~ 1.7.10. 
-m· 

(ii) f0ll0ws as in [srUmmer 1969a, prop0siti0n 1.9]. 

(iii) Let G = (L,1s (\Ao))). By 1.5.5, 

Fm= (L,ls 

and we take m large eneugh that A E.. U . 
0 -m 

Then by 1. 7. 3 

G~F 
m .0 

1.7.12 Cerollary. The adj0int right inverse of the forgetful 

functor T : Un ~ Crg is not simple. 

Proof -- By 1,6.10(2) the adjoint right inverse existsl it ~s the 

finest right inverse ef T and hence by 1.7.ll(iii) and (ii) 

cannot be si,mple. 

D 
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We observe that, for: a simple right inverse G of T, the 

smallest cardinal m such that G...,::::::. Fm gives a rough estimate 

of the "height" of Gin the "lattice" ri(T). 

the following question. 

This leads to 

1.7.13 Problem (1) Is the adjoint right inverse the 

only non-simple right inverse of the forgetful functor 

T : Un ~ Crg? 

(2) Suppose F,GE_ri(T) and F<G. If G is simple, is 

then F simple? 

1.7.14 Remarks (1) All results of this section are very 

readily applicable, mutatis mutandis, when T and E are the 

following pairs of forgetful functors: 

Un ~ Crg ~ Ens 

Qun ~ Top ~ Ens 

Qun ---+ Berg ~ Ens 

and also when these are restricted to separated spaces. For 

the sake of brevity we have not given a generalization of 

theorem 1.7.11 that would contain all these particular cases. 

Such a generalization can be made if one introduces the notion 

of ML-discrete objects in A and follow~ the idea of the proof 

of th~ quasi-uniform analogue of 1;7.ll(ii) in the paper 

,Wrtlmmer 1969a]. 

(2) Hu~ek [i.967a, example 2] gives an unset of full embeddings 

of the category of semi-uniformizable spaces into the category 

of semi-uniform spaces. His construction involves discrete 
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0bjects but is further different fr0m 0ur c0nstructi0n for 

1.7.ll(ii). Our c0nstructi0n gives right inverses, and the~ 

of course are full embeddings. 

(3) Problem 1.7.13 was raised in the talk [srUmmer 1969c]. 



1.8. MONOREFLECTIONS 

The results 0f secti0n 1.4 f0r the situation 

A __ L_')...,. g. M c 

are he~e applied te ths special situati0n 

B ~ -------).., B -----) f· 
ls 

Thus it is immediate that the, functors (18 , M : (~))with 

~ C: 0bj .§. are precisely the functors F B ~ B: with 
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FF = F ~ ~s· Further we find, under simple and useful 

c0nditi0ns, that these funct0rs are, up te. natural equivalence, 

precisely the men0reflect0rs in B. Finally, these results 

are used te 0btain a general result that covers the behaviour 

0f the tetally beunded men0reflectors in Un and Qun. 

We adhere to the c0nvention that reflective as well as 

coreflective subcategories are replete (i.e. closed under 

ism0rphism) and full. A ful~, replete-subcategory B'of Bis 

reflective iff the 'inclusi0n funct0r B' ---7 B has an adj0int. 

In agreement with [Herrlich 1968], [Kenniscm 196~·, {freyd 1964] 

(but not wi~h ~itchell 1965]) we call such an adjoint a 

reflection functor; and note that it is a functor .§. ---7 .§.'. 

It will be convenient te agree that a reflector B ~ B, or 

reflector in .§_, is the composition 0f the inclusion functor 

B' -"""> B with a ·reflection functor B ~ B'. 

THROUGHOUT THIS SECTION L A~ B 

AND M : B ~ C ARE GIVEN AMNESTIC FUNCTORS. 
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We start with the situation 

i B M c B ------) B 

It is clear that 

18 preserves initiality for M. 

There is little to say abeut the right inverse ef 1
8

, so we 

consider only the first three levels of the hierarchy of 

functors of section 1.4. 

From theorem 1.4.7. immediately follows: 

1.8.1. Proposition Consider functions w y· ~ obj B 

with y C:. obj g. 

(i) The functors F B --+ B with MF = M are precisely the 

functors F = (1 8 , M w). 

( ii.) If B is M-initiality complete, then (1 , M 
'B 

w) exists 

for each function w. 

Likewise the0rem 1.4.16 gives: 

1.8.2 PrQposition The functors F §. -7 B with 

F C:::::M ls are pr~ .. ~ isely the functors F = (19, M : w) such · 
-

that, for each BG:. dom w, wB -==M B. 

D 

W• observe that propositions 1.8.1. and 1.8.2 treat two 

distinct classes of functors. Indeed, F ~M t 8 impl:les 

MF = M, but the converse fails, witness the forgetful functor 
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M : Tep --+ Ens and the discrete coref lecter F 

(we may arrange that MF= M)o In fact, up to natural 

equivalence every coreflector F Top -7 Top satisfies MF = M 

[Herrlich 1968 0 p. los] g so that it w0uld be interesting to 

seek conditions on w for (18 v M . w) to be a coreflector in ' 
~; but we de not investigate that question (nor its interesting 

dual). 

Again immediately, theorem l.4o20 yields: 

l.8,3o Theorem The functors F : 8 ~ B with FF = F -=::M 1 B 

t-." 

a re precisely the functors (1
8

, M : (~)) with ~ C:. obj EL 

0 

To distinguish between the classes of 108.2 and 1.8.3 we 

I am have to shew that F -==M 18 does not imply FF = F. 

indebted to Mr. I. Mordant for a conversation which led to 

my finding the following example which also fulfils the promise 

made after the pro0f 0f 1.4.20. 

1. 8. 4, Example Let ~ be the category 0f metric spaces and 

non-exp~nsive mappings 0 i.e. mappings f (Xv d) --?> (Yu e) SU Ch 

that e( f(x), f(y)) ~ d(x, y) fer all x, y G_X, Let C be the 

category of metrizable topol0gical spaces and continuous mappings. 

Let M : ~ --? C be the forgetful functor which gives the metric 

topol0gy to each metric space, One eo€ily proves M amnestic. 

There is a functor F : 8 ~ 8 with F ==:M 18 determined by 
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F(X 0 d) = (X; td) for each metric space (X, d). Clearly F 

is not idempotent. 

D 

1. 8. 5. The0rem Given a functor F : B ~ B ~ 

( i ) I f FF = F .:::=: M 1 
8 

then F is a mono ref 1 e ct or in B • 

(ii) Suppose M sends bimorphisms to isomorphisms and B is 

Proof 

M-initiality complete. If F is a monoreflector, then 

F is naturally equivalent to' a functor G : B ~ B with 

GG = G ~M ls· 

(1) We have ix : X ~ FX with Mix = 1MX' Let B -o 

be the full subcategory of B of objects which are fixed under 

F. From the· amnesticity of M one readily sees that· B is . -o 

replete. Also FX is in B • -o Given f : X ~ Y with Y in 

.!2_
0

, then since Mix= 1MX' Ff is the unique morphism FX---=> Y 

satisfying Ff.ix= f. As mereover ix is mono, (ix, FX) is 

a B -monoreflection. -o 

(ii) Given a monoreflector F, let the reflection morphisms 

be ix : x __,. FX. Then ix is a bimorphism (Herrlich 1968, 

p. 79 J and by hypothesis Mix is iso. Also by hypothesis, for 

each X there exists an object 

GX = in~(Mix' FX) .. 

Hence we have unique tX : GX -7 FX with Mtx = Mix, and the 

form of proof of 1.3.6 shows that tX is an isomorphism. For 

f : Y' ~ X let Gf = t~1 ._Ff. ty then it is immediate that G 
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is a funct0r and t = ~X) G ~ F a natural equivalence. As 

the lower diagram in f igur~ 1 

-? FX c0mmutes 1 there is "'x : x·~ GX GX 
I'. 
I 
I 

mx:' 
with Mmx = ;~1MX. Thus G ~M 1 B. 

I 

x 

FX 

Mix 
MX: MX 

iMX 
/ 

/ Mix 

MX 
fi~ure 1 

commute, and then 

Finally to see that GG = G. 

From G i;;:::::. 
=M ls follows GG .:::M 

and it remains to show that 

G ~M GG. Clearly G is a 
" 

reflector with ref le ct ion 

morphisms mX X 4 GX. Thus 

there exists kx making the' 

diagram 

GX ~~~----~~~~~~~~ GGX 

1Gx1 
GX 

whence G ~M GG; (Alternatively, to see that GG = G we ~ay 

c0nsider the triple associated with the reflector G.) 

The above the6rem is remark6ble in that an intrinsic 

property of F : .§: ~ .§. - that of being a monoreflector 

is characterized in terms of an extrinsic dat~m, that of a 

G 

functor M : .§. ---=> f· This is another instance of the usefulness 

of the· "second amnestic functor," 
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follows: 

A------> A 
ML 

Thu~ we replace ~·in 1.8.6 by ML, and only in order to apply 

l.8.6(ii) d0 w~ need A to be ML-initiality complete and ML 

to send bimorphisms to isomorphisms. Now a monoref lector 

( lA 9 ML : (~)) with U C:: obj A relates in some way to the 

functor (L, M: (~)), and it is tempting to look for 

correspondences independent of the particular ~i but we do 

not propose to do that. 

We recall that in l.7.6(i) we found, under certain 

assumptions, that L had a coarsest right inverse (L, M 

provided LA was an L,M-pivot. 
0 

We also introduce for the 

first time the obvious infimum symbols/\ML andf\L determined 

by the orderings ~ML and ~L respectively. 

L8.8. · Pr0position Let the following.five conditions hold. 

( 1) B = LA is an L,M-pivot. 
0 0 

(2) F
0 

= (L; ·M : ( lA
0
\)) is the coarsest right inverse of L, 

and A~ is also an object of A such that F
0 

= (L, M : llA~})). 

( 3) The · mono ref 1 e ct or s = ( 1 A, ML : (\A~ ) ) ) exists . 

( 4) Ls = L. 

(5) Fo'r all objects X, Y of~. Y ..:::::ML X = sX implies Y = sY. 

Then 

(a) sF = F for each right inverse F of L. 
0 
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Proof (o} Let F be right inverse to L. By (4), sl=" is 

right inverse to L, hence F ~ sF. 
0 -

--
Consider that 

FX. = inML (Mi ,A:~ : f E~(X, LA~)) 

and sFX = inML (MLg,A~ : g E~(FX, A~)). 

Since edch Lg is an f, we have sFX ~ML F
0

X by 1.1.12. Thus 

sF = F . 
0 

(b) Consider that 

and sY = inML (MLg, A~ 

f E:~~(LY, LA~)) 

g E:A(Y, A')). 
- 0 

Since each Lg ·is on f, We. have s :::::ML F 
0

L. Of course 

s ~ML 1 A, Given any ML-1.ower bound t of 1 A and F 
0

L, we have 

to show t ~ML s. Now tY ~ML F
0

LY = sF
0

LY by (i), hence 

stY = tY by (5). As t ~ML 1A' we have jy : Y ~ tY with 

MLjy = l; alsb the reflection morphism iy y ~ sY is SUCQ 

that MLiy = 1 . The reflection property of (iy, sY) yields 

so that s = 1 A f\ ML 

s = 1A /\ L F
0

L. 

1.8.9. Remarks 

using (5). 

F
0

L. 

Jy• Hence MLky = J, i.e. 

Using (4) we readily get 

t -=ML s' 

D 

In proposition 1.8.8 we proved (a) without 

If A' =A , we can prove (a) without using (4) or (5). 
0 0 

(Proof: Since LA is an L,M-pivot, the morphisms f ;· X ~ LA 
0 0 

are precisely the.Lg with g : FX ~ A , and thus the in it iali ty 
0 

problems for F X and sFx·are the same.) 
0 



Finally, if A~ = A
0

, we have s = 1A. /\ML F 
0

L without 

using (4). 
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The'quasi-unif0rm cdse of (b) was proved in [srUmmer 1970]. 
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. 
1.9 LIFTING EPIREFLECTIONS 

Let L : ~ ~ B be a functor. We shall ~ive sufficient 

conditions on L and A to ensure that each epiref lector r in §; 

is lifted against L to an epireflector rL in A. Further we 

show that if L preserves epimorphisms and has a right inverse R, 

L then r ,...._ Lr R. 

1~9.1. Definition Given a reflector r in a category s. 

We write §;(r) for the full, replete subcategory of B onto which 

r reflects B (i.e. B f;;obj §;(r) iff rB ~ B). Given a functor 

L : ~ --? §; 1 then L -l (§;( r)) denotes the full, replete subcategory 

of A such that 

A E. obj L - l ( §; ( r ) ) i f and on 1 y i f LA 6:: obj §; ( r ) . 

We recall that replete means closed under isomorphism. 

The repleteness of §;(r) is a matter of convention, that of 

L- 1 (.!l.{r)) is then implied. We shall informally speak of 

,L- 1(§.(r)) as the subcategory of~ lifted (against L) from §;(r). 

If we think of obj §;(r) as a property, then we speak of 

obj L- 1 (!?..{r)) as the lifted property. 

1. 9. 2. Theorem Let the category A be complete, well- and 

co-well-powered. Given a functor L ~ ~ B and an epireflector 

r in 8. Either of the following conditions is sufficient for 

L- 1(B(r)) to be an epireflective subcategory of A. 

( 1) L preserves products and extreme monomorphisms. 

(2) L preserves limits. 
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Pro0f. Let (1) hold. We show that L- 1 (12.Jr)) is ctosed for 

the taking of products in ~· Let A be the ~-product of 

objects A. from L- 1 (~r)). Then LA is _§-product of the 
J 

LA., and these are in B(r). As _B(r) is reflective in B· it 
J -

follows (without any assumptions on.§) that LA is in .§(r) 

[Herrlich 1968, Satz 9.1.2]. Thus A is in L- 1 (§.(r)). 

Similarly, using [Herrlich 1968, Satz 10. i.2] we· see. that 

L- 1 (~(r)) is closed for the taking of extreme subobjects, 

i.e. whenever f : X ~ Y is an A-extreme monomorph ism with 

Yin L- 1 (~(r)), then Xis in L- 1 (§.(r)). 

closed for the taking of products and extreme s~bobjects in ~. 

and by the assumptions on ~· it fol lows from [Herr 1 ich 1968, 

Satz 10.2.1] that L- 1 (li(r)) is epireflective in A. 

Let (2) hold, i.e. let L preserve limits. We shew that 

L- 1 (§(r)) is strongly closed for the taking of limits in~; 

theh epireflectivity of L- 1 (.§..(r)) follows .from [Herrlich 1968, 

Satz 10. 2. 1 J. Let D : l --> ~ be a diagram partially in 

L- 1 (!2._(r)) [Herrlich 1968, definition 9.3.1], and let (A, a.) 
.J 

Then (LA, La.) is B-limit of the diagram 
J -

be A-limit of D. 

LD B which is partially in .§(r). By.[Herrlich 1968, 

Satz 9.3.2] 

L- 1 (.§(r)) is 

LA is in .§(r), i.e. A is in L- 1 (.§Jr)). Thus 

strongly closed for the taking of limits in A. 

0 

The abeve theorem seems simpl~r than the corresponding 

result of Hu~ek ll967c, theorem. 2] which deals with reflections. 



1.9.3. Definition 

epireflector r in ~· 
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Given a functor L : ~ 4 B and an 

If the subcategory L- 1 (fl(r)) is 

epireflective in ~ 9 we shall denote by rL the epiref lector 

in ~o determined uniquely up to natural equivalences, which 

L We shall then say that r 

exists 0 or that·r can be lifted against L. 

L9.4. Theorem Given a functor L : ~ 4 .§: and an epireflector 

r in B such that the epireflect0r rL in A ~xists. If L pre-

serves epimorphisms and has a right inverse .R : B ~ ~. theh 

we have a natural equivalence 

L r rv Lr R. 

Proof Consider f : X --7 Ying with Yin obj §(r). Th eh 

L Rf : RX~ RY with RY in obj ~.(r ) ( s inc e LRY = Y) . We have 

Rf 
RX RY 

x f y 

figure 1 

the reflection morphism 

L rRX : RX.~ rLRX and a unique 

morphism g : rLRX ~ RY making 

the upper triangle in figure 1 

commute. L As L s~nds rRX to an 

epimorphism, Lg is unique in 

making the lower triangle 

commute. By definition of rL 

we have LrLRX E: obj § ( r). Hence 

L L (LrRX' Lr RX) is a §(r)-reflection 

of X and therefore equivalent to 

L Thus r N Lr R. 

D 
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The above theorem was inspired by the corresponding 

result of Salbany [1970 1 p,37]for the lifting of the Stone-Cech 

compactification to the category of pairwise Tihonov 

bitopological spaces, This application, amc~g others 1 will 

be given in Chapter 2, 

I have not investigated sufficient conditions for the 

natural equivalence 

to hold, 

L 
rl !)Llr 

L 
We observe that this relation implies r N Lr. R 

for any right inverse R of L. 

.. 
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CHAPTER 2. APPLICATiONS IN THE THEORY 

OF UNIFORM AND QUASI-UNIFORM SPACES. 

2.1. THE BASIC CATEGORIES AND FORGETFUL FUNCTORS. 

In this section the categories of the (quasi-) uniform 

spaces, the (bi~) topological spaces and the (pairwise) 

completely regular spaces are defined for the convenience 

of the reader. Basic properties of the associated forgetful 

functors are proved. 

All definitions given coincide with or are equivalent to 

those in ~urdeshwar and Naimpally 1966] 1 [Lane 1967] and 

~albany 1970]. 

2.1.1. Definitions. A quasi-uniform 

together with a filter ent X of subsets 

entourages in X, such that 

space X is a set Jx] 
of lxlxlx lu called 

( i) each entourage c_onta ins the d iagona 1 

(ii) for each entourage H there exists an entourage 

K such that Ko K C H. 

In the category Q_un of the quasi-uni form spaces u the 

morphisms f : X """""?- Y are the functions f : 1 X J ~ l YI such 

that, for each K in ent Y, {f x f)- 1K is in ent X. 

The conjugation functor (-l) : Oun-') Qun is given by 

x ~ x(-l), functions being preserved, where x(-l) has as 

-1 . entourages the sets H with H in ent X. 
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The· category Un 0f the uniform spaces is the full sub

category of Qun which stays fixed under the conjugation functor. 

T0p is the categ0ry of the tGpological spaces and c0ntinuous 

mappings; it has the obvious f0rgetful functor 

E : Top -.. Ens. 

The f0rgetful functor 

T1 : Qun --?> Top 

is given thus: for X E.0bj Qun and each point -x. e. lx,l, the 

neighbourhoods 0f'X, in T 1 X are the sets H [x] with H in ent X: 

and T1 preserves functi0ns~ 

The forgetful funct0r 

T : Un ~ Top 

is the restriction 0f T t0 Un, written 
1 

T = T1 lun. 

A bitop0logical space X is an 0rdered pair (X 1 ~ x
2

) of 

to~ological spaces with the same underlying set EX~ = EX2 : the 

functi0ns · f : EX
1 
~ EY 

1 
which a're continuous mappings 

Xk ~ Yk (for k = 1, 2) are the morphisms for the category 

2 T0p of the bit0pological spaces. 

£ : 2 Top ~ Ens 

The' f0rgetful functor 

assigns the underlying sets and functions. 

The imp0rtant forg~tful funct0r 

T : Qun ~ 2 T0p 

is given by x ~ (T 1X, Tl(X(-1))), functi0ns' being preserved. 
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The~e is a forgetful functor 

s : Qun ~ Un 

which can be defined as that coreflection functor of Qun onto 

Un wnich preserves underlying sets. 

sX = X v X (-l) 

Clearly 

(we should write v but we omit mention.of a forgetful 
ET 

functor to Ens,) 

The forgetful functor 

S 2 Top --4> ,Iop 

is given by sx = xl v x2' functions being preserved. 

The ·fol lowing proposition recapitulates a 11 the' forget f,Ul 

functors defined above. Qun 

2.1.2. Proposition / 
The diagram of forgetful Un 

functors in figure 1 is 2 Top 

commutative. / Commutativity is lost 

if the functor 

T 1 Oun -) Top is 

also entered. 

Ens 
figure 1 D 

We need ~ymbols for ,a number of special spaces. 
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2.1.3. Definition. The rea 1 1 ine and its subsets [ 0, l] 

and {o, iJ 9 with their usual topology, are denoted by 

1R 1 I, D respectively. 

These sets, equipped with entourages for which a filter 

base consists of the sets 

with r:=::::, O, · 

become uniform spaces, which we denote by 

IR , I , D respectively. s s s 

(Thus these spaces have the standard or usual uniformity.) 

W~ may equip the same sets with the' so-called upper 

quasi-uniformity, basic entourages being the sets 

{ (x. ' y ) : y < x. + r } , r> 0 0 

We denote the resulting quasi~uniform spaces by 

IR I D res~ectively. q' q' q 

Finally we name the bitopological spaces 

D = TD b q 

and the topological spaces (having the so-called upper 

topology) 

IR 
u 

D 
u 

2.1.4. Proposition. For each quasi-uniform space Y, 

T1Y = inE (ET 1 f, I : f E_Qun (Y, I)). u ~- q . 

Proof The right hand side clearly exists and is E-coarser 

Let Q 
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be the set of quasi-pseudometrics which determines Y 

((}3rUmmer 1969a, proposition 2.1.J ). Consider any open set 

U in T1Y and any point b in U. There exist d1 , ..... , dn in 

Q, bounded ab6ve by 1, 

(n :=l 

Let d = dl v I I I 0 I v d 
n 

d -1 Lo, 

with 
-1 

d k 

. 
r) 

Since 

= (\ 
for 

n 
k=l 

is an entourage in Y, we have d E Q. 

g : Y --?> Iq given by 

g(y) = d(b, y) 

c u. 

e·ach r> O, 

-1 
d k [o, r) 

There is a morphism 

(verification only in~olves the triangle in~quality). The 

proof is completed by observing that 

b E g- 1. Io, i) c. u. 

0 

The above proof is from [srUmmer 1970]. Essentially the 

same result was obtained, with a longer proof, by Fl~tche~ 

[1970, theorem 6]. The· ide-o is from ~ourbaki 1948, p.9]. 

2.1.5. Theorem Fo~ each qGasi-uniform space Y, 

TY = in (ET f , I b : f G. Q u n 
E 

(Y, I)). 
q 

Proof. ·Noting that I =' T1 I , we see that the proof of 
u q 

2.1.4 can readily be'adapte~ to yield 

TIX= inE (ETlf, Tl(r(;l)) f- €Qun (X, r(;l))) 

. . (-1) which upon replaclng X by Y becomes 

(-1) . ( ( (-1)) T1 (Y ) = l·nE ET 1f, T1 Iq f E.Qun (Y, Iq)). 

This together with 2.1.4 immediately gives the stated'equality. 

0 
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We now retrieve a result of Lane j}.967] corresponding 

to a classical theorem of Weil ~937]. 

2.1.6. Proposition Let x be a b itopo l,og i ca 1 space. 

x = in (Eg, lb 
E 

g E. 2 Top (X, lb.)) 

if and only if there exists a ~uasi-uniform space y with 

TY= x. 

Proof. Let TY = X. 

2.1.5 implies 

X = in 
E 

= in 

(ETf, lb 

(Eg, lb 

As T preserves initiality for E, 

f E.Qun (Y, lq)) 

g E:_ 2 Top (X, lb)) 

Then 

E 
{using 1.1.11). Conversely, taking the quasi-uniform space . 

Y = in (Eg, lq 
E 

we have TY = X provided X satisfies the given condition. 

0 

2.L.7. Definition Berg is the full subcategory of 2 Top 

whose objects X satisfy 

X =in (Eg, lb: g E,2 Top (X, lb)). 
E 

These spaces ore called pairwise completely regular 

[salbany 1970]. 

2~1.8. Proposition Berg is a monoreflective subcategory 

of 2 Top. 

Proof. The moneref lector is 
Top' 'E ( { Ib '\ ) ) , (see· 1. 8. 6) 

D 
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2.1.9. Proposition A bi topological space X ,is in Berg 

if and only if there exists a quasi-uniform space y with 

TY = X. 

(One then says : X is quasi-uniformizable, X admits 

Y, Y is compatible with X.) 

Proof. 2.1.6, 2.1.7. 

D 

Applying the functors sand S to 2.1.5 - 2.l.9 readily 

yields their classical analogues, which we summarize as 

follows. 

2.1.10. Proposition (i) For each uniform space Y, 

(ii) The category f.!::.9. of the completely regular spaces is 

mono ref le ct ive in l£p,, with mono reflector ( 1 , E : ({I 1)) . 
4I£E 

(iii) The objects of~ are the uniformizable topological 

spaces. 

D 

2 .1.11. CONVENTION In terms such Os : M-coarser, M-initiality, 

M-embedding, M-injection, M-separated object, M-sufficient class, 

supM etc~ we omit mention of M if M is a forgetful functor to 

Ens. 

2.1.12. Theorem The· categories 

Qun, Un, Berg, ~. 2 Top, Top 

are initiality complete. 
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Proof. See 1.5.3 for Un. Qun is similar. Trivial for 

.I£E. and 2 Top. For Crg an initiality problem in Crg 

can be regarded as an initiality problem in Top, where it 

then has a solution X. The Crg-monoreflection of X is 

then the solution in Crg; this works because the monoreflector 

preserves the underlying set. 

Likewise for Berg. 

D 

The functor S : 2 Top ~ Top sends Berg-objects to 

erg-objects. (Indeed if X =TY, then SX = STY= TsY, and 

sY E:.obj Un.) This together with 2.1.9 and 2.1.lO(iii),' 

warrants us to define: 

2.1.13 Definition 

S' Berg --+ Crs;i is the functor induced by s 2 Top~· Top. 

T' Qun ~ Berg is the functor induced by T Qun--? 2 Top. 

T' Un ~ Crg is the functor ind'uce(j by T Un ~ Top. 

E' = E !Berg E' = E lcrg. 

2~1.14 Proposition. Throughout the diagram of figure 2 it 

is true that L preserves initiality for M. Here L and M can 

be taken from the displayed functors or their compositions, 

provided that the target of L is the source of M, and the 

target of M is Ens. Further, all functors in figure 2 are 

amnestic. 
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/ 
Un. 

Ens 

figure 2 s· 

Proof To show that the inclusion functor Crg -7 Top 

preserves initiality, one considers its adjoint, the mono-

ref le ct ion functor. Likewise for Berg -7 2 T0p. The proofs 

for the other functors are straightforward. One observes that 

preservation of initiality respects composition of functors~ 

0 

2.1.15 Proposition The categories 

Qun, Un, Berg, Crg; 2 T0p, Top 

are complete and co-complete, well- and co-well-powered. In 
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each of them, the epimorphisms coincide with the surjections, 

and the monomorphisms as well as the extreme monomorphisms 

and the equalizers coincide with the injective mappings. 

Proof. The (co-) completeness follows from 2.1.12 and 1.2.6. 

The epimorphisms can be checked by means of accrete two-point 

spaces, the monomorphisms by means of discrete two-point 

spaces. The rest is straightforward. 

D 

2.1.16 Corollary. All the functors in figure 2 preserve 

limits (hence products), epimorphisms and extreme monomorphisms. 

Proof Preservation of products and equalizers is here 

equivalent to preservation of limits Gitchell 1965, p. ss]. 

2. 1. 1 7 Remarks (1) The functors in figure 2 thus satisfy 

the conditions for the lifting of epireflectors in the~rem 

1.9.2. They also satisfy the conditions of theorem 1.9.4 

in so far as they have right inverses. We shall see that 

T, T and the inclusion functors Crg ~ Top, Berg --+ 2 Top 

ha~e no right inverses. 

(2) The subcategory Berg of 2 Top is not the epireflective 

subcategory lifted from .f.!:J3. against S, for SX may be 

completely regular ~ithout X being-pairwise completely,regular. 

(Take x
1 

discrete with more than one-~o1nt, and x2 accrete 

[salbany 1970 p.sJ.) 
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(3) Instead of regarding Crg as "above" T0p (figure 2) one 

might wish to regard the mono reflection functor TG>p ~ Crg 

as a forgetful functor. This, however, would be less 

convenient in the next section. Moreover, this functor does 

not preserve initiality for E'. (Proof : it does not 

·preserve the initiality Top (!,Du).) 

A similar remark applies to Berg and 2 Top. 
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2.2. THE SEPARATED CATEGORIES 

It is customary to call a uniform space separated iff 

it has T -topology. A Tihonov space is a completely 
0 

regular T -space. (In .b~th cases, one then has T
2
-topology.) 

0 

Accordingly, we lift the T -separation property from Top 
0 

to the categories Qun, Un, Berg, Crg and 2 Top, thus obtaining 

epireflective subcategories by virtue of the lifting theorem 

1.9.2. Moreover, we show that the objects of these sub-

categories are the separated objects (in the sense of 

definition 1.3.8) of the given categories. 

2~2.1. D~~inition. 

are the full, epiref lective subcategories of 

Qun, ~· Berg, Crg and 2 Top 

·respectively, obtained by lifting from Top the T -epireflector 
0 

against the forgetful functors in the commutative diagram of 

figure 1: 

Un 

s• figure 1 
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The claim of epireflectivity in the above definition is 

immediately verified by remark 2,1.17(1). 

2.2.2. Theorem The objects of the categories 

Quns, Uns, Btih, Tih, 2T0 , lo 

are the separated objects (in the sense of definition 1.3.8 

and convention 2.1.11) of the categories 

Qun, Un, Berg, Crg, 2 Top, Top 

respectively. 

Proof (1) For the case of lo in Top the proof was gi'ven in 

l.3.9(i). 

The same pattern of proof can be used for the 

other cases, but the necessity half can each time be short-cut 

as follows. 

(2a) Let X E:obj ~0 , i.e. SX is a T0 -space. To show that 

X is an E-separated object of 2 Top, i.e. that each simple 

E-initiality f at X is injective. Now, as S preserves 

initiality, Sf is an E-initiality and thus, by (1), injective, 

i.e. f is injective. 

(2b) The converse of (2a) has to be proved as in l.3.9(i). 

One,.has to show that, for the epireflection r: 2 Top~ 2T 0 , 

each reflection mapping rX : X ~ rX is an E-initiality. This 

is easy if one constructs rX as the quotient w.r.t. the equivalence 

relation 

.x. = y if f :x.. and y have the same SX-ne ighbou rhoods-. 

(3) The proof for Uns in Qun is like (2a) and (2b) above. The 

verification that the reflection mapping i's an initiality may 
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be f0und in [salbany 1970, p.67). 

The 0ther pr0ofs are exactly similar. 

D 

We shall henceforth.inf0rmally speak of 

Berg, Crg, 2 Top, Top 

as "the non-separated categories" and bf 

Quns, Uns, St ih, Tih, 2T 
0

, T 0 

as "the separated categories". 

2.2.3. Remark. We have seen (2.1.12) that the n0n-separated 

categories are initiality complete. None of th~ separated 

categories is initiality c0mplete. 

Pr00f. In each case, the initiality pr0blem posed by the 

c0nstant mapping 0f a two-point set to a one~point space has 

no solution. 

D 

2.2.4. Question. Are the objects of a separated category 

the separated objects of that category (i.e. with respect to 

the restricted forgetful functor)? That the answer seems 

to be negative, is no obstacle to the further development. 
' 
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2.3. RIGHT INVERSES. OF THE FORGETFUL FUNCTORS 

In the previous section we .. introduced certain forgetful 

functors among the "non-separated" categories Qun, Un, Berg, 

.f.!:g, 2 Top, Top, and from these to Ens. In this section we 

point out that we.can fully characterize the right inverses of 
\• 

all these functors. These right inverses induce right 

inverses of the restricted forgetful functors among the 

"separGted categories" Quns, Uns~ Btih, Tih, 2T 0 , Io 

an advantage due to the fact that the· separation was achieved 

by lifting Io against the forgetful functors. There are two 

exceptions to this latter statement : the forgetful functor 

introduced. We devote a number of remarks to these two rather 

curious functors, and solve a problem raised by Salbany. 

2.3.1. We consider the forgetfu~ functors in figure 2 of 

*.2.1.14. The categorie~ are initiality complete (2.1.12) 
·,_-:. 

anc;I the· functors preserve in it ia 1 i ty ( 2. 1. 14) . Thus 

sufficient conditions reign for applying all our general 

cha~acterizations of right inverses (in fact of all four types 

of functors discussed in section 1.4). 

each situation 

A L 
---)~ B M -----7".,. Ens 

In particular, in 

in figure 2 of 2.1.14, th& right inverses of Lare the functors 

(L, M : (U)) with LUM-sufficient in B. 
~ -

We see immediately that T, T and the inclusion functors 

_§erg .....,.. 2 Top, Crg ~ Top have no right inverses (as they 

are not onto). The functors E, E, E', E' have rather trivial 
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right inverses (cf. 1.5.4). To show that T', T' and T1 

have right inverses, we prove: 

2.3.2. Lemma ( i) lb is a T'' E'-pivot in Berg 

(ii) I is a T'' El.pivot in erg 
• 

(iii) D u is a Tl' E-pivot in Top. 

Proof (i) By 2.1.7 each space in Berg is E-initial, and 

therefore E'-initial, for its mappings to lb. That lb admits 

a unique quasi-uniformity was proved by Salbany [1970 p.76J. 

(ii) \?rllmmer 1968b: 1969a]. 

(iii) Well known. 

2.3.3. Def in it ion 

2 1• 3. 4. Propes it ion 

'F = (T'' E' ({_Iq\ )) 
0 

F = (TI' E' (\_Is} ) ) 
0 

p = (Tl, E ({.Dq~)). 

F , F , P are the coarsest right 
0 0 

inverses of the forgetful functors 

r• Qun ~ Berg 

T' Un --+ Crg 

Tl Qun ~ Top 

respectively. 

Proof. 2.3.2, l.7.6(i) 

D 
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We mention a simple result which sometimes facilitates 

calculations" 

2a3o5o Proposition ( i) For any subclass U of obj Qun 

(T', E' (_~)) = (T , E : (.!:!_)),Berg. 

(ii) For any subclass V' of obj Un, 

(TI , E' (y)) = (T, E : (y))j~ 

Proof Direct from definitions. 

D 

(1) ,The functors S : 2 Top~ .!£E., 

S' : Berg ~ ~. s : Qun ~ Un are "onto" and thus by 

1.6.9 and 1.6.10(1) have adjoint right inverses. (In 

fact all the "onto" functors in figure 2 of 2.lol4 have 

adjoint right inverses.) 

(2) Herewith we have completely settled the question of 

existence of right inverses in figure 2 of 2.1.14. 

(3) The adjoint right inverse of S, as well as tha~ of S'; 

is given by X ~ (X, X). 

( 4) The' inclusion functor Un ~ Qun is the adjoint right 

inverse of the forgetful functor s : Qun ----.!). Un. 

( 5) Proposition 2.3.4, for the cases of P and F , was given 
0 

in tBrUmmer 1969a], where P was called the Pervin functor since 

it was shown there that P gives each topological space the 

Pervin quasi-uniformity, due to Pervin U962]. Of course 

the functoriality of F 
0 

had long been known [rsbell 1964]. 
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Usually, as in [Gillman 'and JerisOn 1960, chapter lsJ, F
0 

was 

given by 

1R : f €::, Top(' X, P) and f bounded) 
s --

- a construction which obviously coincides with ours. Our 

use of Is instead of Rs makes it ver~ easy .to see that F
0 

is 

the coarsest right inverse of T', and to prove the well-known 

connection with the Stone-Cech compactification (section 2.6). 

The functor F
0 

was used by Salbany [1970; 197lb]. 

We may replace the two-point space D in the definition of 
q 

the Pervin functor P by the space Iq 

2.3.7. Proposition 

Proof. We first show that Iq ~ Piu. 

A defining basic entourage of Iq is of the form 

Br= .it(~, Y:) E.I x I : y <.1t+ r~ 

withr>.O. 
T .---· 

Giv~n r.> O, we choose points x'. 1.2::_· :x: 2 z, ... .L.... ::x.n 

in ( 0, 1) such that max (x.k+ 1 - X k-) ~'r /2. Then the entourages 

( [ 01 :(_k) X [o I "X_k) ) U ( ~k I 1 J X [ 0 I 1J) 

belong to the Pervin quasi-uniformity on I , and their inter
u 

sectio~ is contained in B . r 
(In fact, none.? 

of these entourages can contain B , whence I =/.PI .) 
r q u 

Since P = (T 1 , E : ( \oq1)) 

and D is a subspace of I , we hdve P ~ ( T 1 , E : ( { IqJ ) ) . 
q q . 

It remains to show that above each f E:;__Top(X, Iu) lies a 

morph ism PX --> 

and Iq .:::::::::::: PI . 
- u 

I . q But this is immediate as Pf : PX ~ PI 
u 

D 
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The above result was obtained by Hunsaker and Lindgren 

[1970] via quasi-proximities. I found the above proof in 

late 1969. A 

[1970, p. 75J. 

different proof was later obtained by"Salbany 

ii I r. J Csaszar l]-960, p. 171 showed that each 

topological space is quasi-uniformizable; his construction 

consisted in taking the initial quasi-uniformity for the 

bounded continuous mappings into :JR: th is is tantamount to 

taking the continuous mappings to I : thus by 2.3.7, Pervin's 
q 

quasi-uniformity equals that of Csbszbr. 

2.3.8. Definition. The functor c1 : Berg ~ Top is given 

by (Xl, X2) ~ x1, functions being preserved. 

2.3.9. - Salbany &970 pp. 37-4~ made interesting use of the 

' functor c1; among o.ther things, he proved that Cl has a unique 

right inverse .. Let 

denote the unique right inverse of c 1 . 

follows that if F is a right inverse of T1 , then T'F is a right 

inverse of cl. Thus: 

T'F = Q for each right inverse F of T1 . We now give the 

following affirmative answer to a question posed by Salbany 

[197lb]. 

2.3.10. ~reposition For each right in~erse F 6f the fo~get-

ful functor T1 : Qun ~ Top, there exists a right inverse F 

of the forgetful functor T' Qun ~ Berg such that 
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= F 

where Q is the unique right inverse of the forgetful functor 

Proof. By 1.4.27 we have a ~aximal class U of q~asi-uniform 

spaces for which 

F = (Tl, ~ : (_~)) , -

namely ,!d ={A 6. obj~ A :e· FT 1AJ. Using 2.3.4, 

we have I .::::::::. PI L.. FI = FT1I , hence I 6.. U. Let 
q u u q q -

'F = ('f•, "E• (,!d)). The class T'U contains T'I = I and is 
q b 

·the ref ore sufficient in Ber; hence F is right inverse to T' . 

To show FQ = F, we consider X ~obj Top and 

FQX = inE'T' (E' f, A AE.,!d, fG:Bcrg (QX, T'A)). 

FX = inET 
1 

(Eg, A: A E,!d, g E:Top (X, T1A)). 

Since ET 1 = E'T', it will follow that FX = FQX if we can show 

that, for A E:. J:!, 

As A.:::::;; FT 1A and T'F = Q, we have T'A ..::::::::=QT 1A. 

step now readily follows. 

The required 

D 

2.3.11. We now consider the separated categories: 

Quns, Uns, Btih, Tih, 2T
0

, Io: and we exclude the functors r 1 

and c1 from our considerations. The sepa~~t~d categories were 

obtained by lifting the property T. ·from To..E_ against the forgetful 
0 

functors in figure 1 of section 2.2 (see definition 2.2.1 and note 

that T1 and c1 could not be admitted there). It is immediately 
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clear that the given forgetful functors among the non-separated 

categories induce forgetful functors among the separated 

categories. Moreover, the right inverses of the forgetful 

functprs between the non-separated categories then induce 

right inverses of the induced forgetful ·functors betwe~n the 

separated categories. 

On the other hahd, I do not know whether every right 

inverse of, say, the forgetful functor Uns ~ Tih is induced 

by a right inverse of T' : ..!::!!2 ~ Crg. (The reader is 

warned against a too easy affirmative answer.) At present, 

this ignorance does no harm, for experience shows that one 

carries out initiality constructions in the non-separated 

categories - because there one has initiality completeness -

and then restricts the resulting constructs to the separated 

categories if one wishes. (Two possible reasons for such a 

wish are : to get embeddings, or to get compactness epireflective.) 
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2.4. TOTAL BOUNDEDNESS. 

Total boundedness, as it is usually defined in Qun, 

is a property lifted from the familiar total boundedness in 

Un against the forgetful functor s : Qun ~ Un. Salbany 

[1970, p.8~ constructed the total boundedness monoreflector 

in Qun in terms of initiality, basing his proof on his 

construction of the quasi-uniform completion. We give a 

different, direct proof of the same construction. We use a 

result from our section 1.8. to deduce other formulae con-

cerning this monoreflector in Qun. We also indicate how 

the (largely known) analogues in Un ~an be retrieved from 

these results. 

2.4.1 Definition (_[Csdszdr 1963], (Murdeshwar and Naimpally 

1966] , (.Fl.etcher 1970 J. ) 
A (quasi-)uniform space X is totally bounded iff for each 

entourage H in X there exists a finite covering lAk}k of X such 

that UkAk x Ak C. H. 

2.4.2. Proposition ~urdeshwar and Naimpally 1966, p. so].) 

The quasi-uniform space X is totally bounded if and only if the 

uniform space sX is totally bounded. 

D 

Thus we are dealing with a lifting against the functor 
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2;4.3. Proposition The monoref lector (i ET 1 Qun' 

is the total boundedness reflector in Qun. 

Proof This follows from 1.8.6 if we show that a space Y is 

totally bounded if and only if 

Y = inET (ET1 f, I : f G.Qun(Y, I)). 
1 q q 

One direction i~ trivial; conversely, assume Y totally bounded. 

It suffices to show that any entourage H of Y is an entourage of 

the initial space. Given H ~ent Y, form a sequence of 

entourages H of Y w'ith H =Hand H 1 oH 1·oH 1 CH (n ·~ 0) 
n o n+ n+ n+ n -

and find a quasi-pseudometric d with H 
1
C d.., 1 1-o, 2-n) C.H 

n+ L n 

for n .::::a O {_Kelley 1955, p.185]. There is a finite covering 

{Akl k .of Y with UkAkx AkC:..H2 . There are morphisms 

fk : Y ~ Iq given by fk(y) = 1" d(Ak, y) - the verification 

involves only the triangle inequality. The proof is completed 

by showing that 

(\ k . ( f k x f k ) - l 1 (x_ , y ) E: I x I y <. x. + 1/ 4} C. H 

D 

The above proof is from @rummer 197oJ. 

Since the functor s preserves initiality, we retrieve 

from the above proposition the following well known result. 

2.4.4. Proposition The monoreflector (1un' ET 

the total boundedness reflector in Un. 

D 
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2.4.5. Definition We shall write 

s (1 ET 1 ( t rq1)) p = Qun' 

p = (1 Un p ET ( l Is} ) ) 

for the total boundedness reflectors in Qun and Un respect~vely. 

2.4.6, Proposition Let j denote the inclusion functor 

Proof 

s 
Then p = sp J. 

1.9.4 and 2.1.17(1) 

D 
Thi~ result has the curious consequence that for a uniform 

space X one has 

2.4.7. Proposition 

f 6.,Qun(JX, I)), 
q 

Proof From 2.4.5 by 2.1.5 and 2.1.4. 

We recall that the forgetful functors 

T ' : Qun ~ Berg, T' : Un 4 Crg, T 1 : Qun ~ Top 

D 

D 

have coarsest right inverses denoted by f , F , P respectively. 
0 0 

2.4.8. Proposition 

Proof 2.4.7 and 1.8.8. 
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2.4,9. Proposition (i) 

have psF = F . 

For each right inverse F of T' we 

0 

(ii) s For each right inverse G of T19 p G = P. 

Proof, 2.4.7 and 1.8.8. 

D 

2,4,10, Remark The uniform analogues of the last three 

propositions can be proved similarly. The uniform analogue 

of 2.4,7 is well known, and so (but for the functional garb) 

is that of 2,4.8 [Gillman and Jerison 1960, p, 235]. 

The following theorem, whose proof we omit, extends our 

proposition 2.3.7. Part (i) is from [srUmmer 1970]. 

2.4.11. Theorem (i) Let A be a quasi-uniform space. 

Then P = (T 11 E : · ({A} ) ) if and only if A is totally bounded 

and T1A contains a homeqmorph of Du' 

(ii) Let B be a separated uniform space. Th eh 

F = (T', E' 
0 

( { s})) if and only if B is totally bounded 

and T'B contains a homeomorph of I. 

0 
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2.5. SPECIAL MORPHISMS IN THE 

$EPARATED CATEGORIES. 

In this section we characterize the epimorphisms, 

equalizers and extreme monomorphisms in the "separated" 

categories Quns 9 Uns, Btih, Tih and deduce that these 

categ6ries qre complete, well~ and co-well-powered. It 

then follows that sufficent conditions obtain for 

applying the two theorems of section L9, on the lifting 

of ·epi ref le ct ions, to the forgetful functors 

s Quns -7 Uns s Btih ~ Tih 

r Quns --> Btih T Uns ~ Tih ....._ 

2.5.1. Convention We defined the· functors s and S' in 

2.1.1. and 2.1.13. between non-separated categories; by 

2.3.11. they induce functors between the corresponding 

separated categories; these induced functors we shall 

henceforth for convenience denote by 

s : Quns ~ Uns S : Btih ---?> Tih 

Similarly the functors induced by T and T will simply be 

denoted by 

T : Quns ~ Btih T Uns --.:;;. Tih. 

2.5.2. Lemma If Y is a separated quasi-uniform space, then 

the Qun-coproduct of two copies of Y, identified along a set 

closed in TsY, is again a separated quasi-uniform space. 
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Proof By 2.1.12 and 1.2.2 Qun is coinitiality complete. 

As EnS' has cop.roducts, the dual of theorem 1. 2 .'4 shows that 

we can construct the coproduct Y,..J..L Y in Qun (say wi t.h 

canonical injections i
1

, i
2 

: Y ~ Y.1..LY) as the solution of 

a coinitiality problem. Given a set C closed in TsY, let 

R be the equivalence relation in Y.il.Y defin'ed as follows: 

"X..R y iff x = y . -1 ( ) or 1
1 

x. . -1 ( ) = 12 y E. c 

6 r i "i 1 
( y ) = i; 

1 
(x. ) E: C 

Denote by Z = ( Y ...u... Y) /R t~e space in ~un wh'ich is co in it ia 1 

for the canonical identific9tion function. We have to show 

I Z separated, i.e. to ~how the uniform space sZ separated. 

The functor s preserve~ coinitiality for the forgetful 

functor to Ens. Proof: 
: 

Let f. : 8. ~ A be a coinitiality in Qun. 
J J 

A 

subbase for ent A consists of those subset.s H of 

such that (f. x f.)- 1He.ent 8. for all j. 
J J ' J 

IAj x!A] 

The· Hn H-l form 

a subbase for ent sA. Now 

( )-1( -1) (( )-1 ) (( )-1 )-1 f. x f. HnH = f. x f. H n f. x f. H 
J J ' J J J J 

and hence the sf. : sB. ~ 
J J 

sA form a coinitiality in Un. 

Consequently sZ = (s(Y..ii-Y))/R 

= (sY...l..l.sY)/R, 

Our problem is thus reduced to that of showing that if the 

uni form space X = sY is separated, so is (X..1.lX) /R. This 

can be seen by presenting X in terms of its family of 

uni form cove rs Lrsbe 11 ·1964, chapter ~ rather than entourages. 
A 

For each uniform cover ~ of X, we form a cover U of (x..U.X)/R 

by taking two copies of ~ and identifying their members along 
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the closed set C. . . I\ 
It is readily seen that the covers ~ 

form a base for the uniform covers of (XJ.LX)/R and hence 

that this space has T -separation. 
0 

0 

2.5.3. Theorem A morphism f : X -? Y is QJd..o.§. is epic 

in Quns if and only if the image set fX is dense in TsY.· 

Proof Let fX be dense in TsY. Suppose X f ) y 

in Quns commutes. In the eiagram 

_l~ 
Tsg 

~ TsX TsY > TsZ in .Iih, 
Tsh 

Tsf has dense image, hence Tsg = Tsh, hence g = h. Thus 

is epic in Quns. 

g. > 
h ) 

f 

The converse can be proved by an immediate adaptation of 

a standard procedure, [surgess 1965] or Gerrlich 1968, Satz 

15.2.2], using lemma 2.5.2. 

D 

2.5.4. Theorem. Let f : X ~ Y be a Quns-morph ism. The 

following three conditions are equivalent: 

( 1) f is an equalizer in Quns 

(2) f is an extreme monomorphism in Quns 

( 3) f is equivalent to an inclusion map·ping A ~ Y, 

where A as subset of Y is closed in TsY. 

Proof, Using lemma 2.5.2, the proof of [Herrlich 1968, 

Satz 15.2.3] can be readily adapted. 

D 

z 
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2.5.5. Remarks (1) As corollaries we obtain the known 

characterizations of ~pimorphisms, equalizers and extreme 

monomorphisms in Uns· if we replace Quns by Uns and TsY 

by TY in the statement of theorems 2.5.3 and 2.5.4. 

( 2) Let L : A 4 B be a faithful functor with a right 

inverse R : ..§. -7 ~, It is clear that if f is an epi-

morphism in _§. 0 then Rf is an epimorphism in A. 

(3) Salbany [1970,. p.4o] used remark (2) to derive the 

known characterization of epi in T from his characterization -o 

of epi in Btih; his functor L : Bt ih --?> T was given by -o 

W~ shall now use the 

same idea to retrieve Salbany's characterization of epi in 

Btih from our characterization of epi in Quns. 

2.5.6. Theorem ~albany 1970, p.32] 

A morphism f : X ~ Y in Btih is epic if and only if 

the image set fX is dense in SY. 

Proof Let f : X --?>- Y be epic in Bt ih. Choose any right 

inverse F of T : Quns .....:;,. Btih. By 2 . 5 . 5 ( 2 ) , Ff : FX 4 FY 

is epic in Quns. By 2.5.3 the image set of Ff (i.e. of f) 

is dense in TsFY = STFY = SY. 

Conversely, let fX be dense in SY. Suppose X f > y 

commutes. As Sf has dense image in SY, we have Sg =Sh, 

i.e. g = h. Thus f is epic in Btih. 

g ) 
__ _,>.,_ z 

h ; 
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2.5.7. Theorem. For a morph ism f : X -7 Y in Bt ih the 

foll0wing three conditions are equivalent: 

( 1) f is an equalizer in Btih 

(2) f is an extreme monomorphism in Btih 

(3) f is equivalent te an inclusion mapping A~ Y, 

where A as subset of Y is cl0sed in SY. 

Proof. If Y ~obj Btih and A is closed in SY, then the 

Bcrg-coproduct of two copies of Y, identified along A, is 

in Btih, This can be proved like lemma 2.5.2 since S' 

preserves coinitiality. Fer the standard rest of the 

proof we again refer to [Herrlich 1968, Satz 15.2.3]. 

D 

2.5.8. Remark As corollaries one has the known character-

izations of the epimorphisms, equalizers and extreme mono-

morphisms in Tih if one replaces Btih by Tih and ST by Y in 

the statement of 2.5.6 and 2.5~7. 

D 

2.5.9. Proposition The categories Quns, Uns, Btih, Tih 

are complete, well- and co-well-powered. 

Proof. Completeness follows from the existence of products 

(for Btih and Tih : reflectivity in 2 Top and TQp, respectively) 

and equalizers. Co-well-poweredness follows from our knowledge 

of the epimorphisms. The monomorphisms are the injections 
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(as there are discrete two-point objects) and hence well-

poweredness follows. 

2.5.10. Proposition 

s Quns ~ Uns, 

T Quns ~ Btih, 

The forgetful functors 

s 

T 

Btih 4 Tih, 

Uns --? Tih 

0 

preserve products and equalizers (hence limits), as well 

as epimorphisms and extreme monomorphisms. 

Proof Preservation of products is clear [?albany 197oJ. 

For the morphism types, the statement is immediate from the 

characterizations of these types in this section. 

D 

2.5.11. Remark By propositions 2.5.10 rind 2.5.11 the 

functors S 9 S, Y, T satisfy the conditions of the6rems 1.9.2 

and 1.9.4 for the lifting of epireflections. As right 

inverses of s and S, respectively, one can take the 

following two functors. 

2.5.12. Definition We shall write 

J Un --+ Qun 

for the inclusion functor, and 

D Tih 4-- Btih 

for the functor given by DX= (X, X), functions being 

preserved. 
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2.6. COMPACTNESS AND COMPLETENESS. 

Salbany [1970] defined a bit~pological space X to be 

pairwise compact iff the topological space SX = X
1

v x2 is 

compact, and a quasi-uniform space Y to be complete iff the 

uniform coreflection sY is complete. These definitions 

gave rise to reflections and thereby to a theory 

systematically analogous to the basic classical theory of 

compactifications and completions. 

Salbany~s pairwise compactness and quasi-uniform 

completeness are instances of properties lifted against 
I 

forgetful functors. Their (epi)reflectivity immediately 

follows from the results of our previous section. However, 

(epi)reflectivity does not exhaust what can be said about 

Scilbany's results in this context, and therefore we shall 

point out which of the results are straight consequences 

of the lifting, and which do not seem to be so. We 

further obtain the bitopological analogue of the classical 

v 
relation between the Stone-Cech compactificatioh and the 

coarsest right inverse of the forgetful functor Un ~ Crg. 

We end by raising a few problems, one of which concerns the 

lifting of realcompactness to bitopological spaces. 

2. 6.1. Henceforth we shall mainly deal with the "s~parated" 

categories Quns, Uns, Btih, Tih. However, the term 

embedding is always to be taken relative to the ambient 

"non-separated" category Oun, Un, Berg (or equivalently 

g Top), Crg (or equivalently Top), respectively. This is 
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to ensure that our concept of embedding from section 1.3 

coincides with .the ordinary notion of embed~ing. A 

similar remark applies to the notion of subspace, which 

means that the inclusion mapping is an initiality. 

2.6.2. Definition A bitopological space X = (X 1 , x2 ) is 

compact iff the topological space SX = x1 v x
2 

is compact 

(i.e. iff every open cover of SX admits a finite subcover~). 

A quasi-uniform space Y is complete iff its uniform 

coreflection sY is complete. 

(We drop the word "pairwise" as it is only appropriate 

to properties like pairwise Hausdorff, pairwise regularity, 

pairwise complete regularity and pairwise normality 

[salbany 1970] which are not obtained by lifting against S.) 

2.6.3, The following results [salbany 1970, pp. 79, 18, 

61, 19, 61, 19, 61] are immediat,
1

e consequences of the 

corresponding results in Top and Un. 

(i) A quasi-uniform space Y is complete and totally bounded 

if and only if the bi topological space TY is compact. 

(ii) Compactness is productive in 2 Top. 

(iii) Completeness is productive in Qun. 

(iv) If the subspace A of the compact bitopological space 

X is closed in SX, then A is compact. 
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(v) If the subspace B of the complete quasi-uniform space 

Y is closed in TsY, then B is complete. 

(vi) If A is a compact subspace of the Btih-space X, then 

A is a closed subset of SX. 

(v.i.i) If B is a complete subspace of .the Quns-space Y, then 

B is a closed subset of TsY. 

Proof For (i) use 2.4.2. The rest is trivial. {Salbany 

.[1970, p. 19]. has a stronger version of {vi), with "pairwise 

Hausdorff" instead of "pairwise Tihonov".) 

Likewise the fol lowing proposition· is a straight 

application of the lifting theorems of section 1.9. 

D 

2.6.4. Proposition 

epireflector in Tih. 

(i) L~t p denote the compactness 

The compact spaces in Btih form an 

epireflective subcategory with epireflector p 5 , and 

~ = 
s sp D. 

{ii) Let c denote the completeness epireflector in Uns. The 

Proof. 

complete spaces in ~ form an epireflective sub

category with epireflector cs, and c = scsJ. 

Immediate from definition 2.6.2 and remark 2.5.11. 

D 
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The resu 1 t ( i) above is due to Sa lbany [1970 0 p. 37]. 

Apart from constructing the epireflection cs [1970, p.66] 

he also showed that each q~asi-uniform space X h6s a 

completion, i.e. an embedding f : X --? Y into a complete 

space Y such that fX is dense in TsY I] 970 0 p. 63] ; but 

s did hot explicitly mention c = sc J, The' comp let ion 

was anticipated by Csaszar ~963], whose "doubl: completeness", 

for the case of quasi-uniform spaces, coincides with what is 

here termed completeness. 

Th~ following analog~e of a well-known theorem about 

uniform spaces does not seem to be an immediate consequence of 

the lifting against the functor s. 

2.6.5. Proposition. Let Y be a complete separated quasi-

uniform space. Let f X ~ Y be an embedding such that the 

image set fX is dense in TsY. Then the ~air (f, Y) is 

equivalent to the completeness reflection (c:, ·csX). 

Pr6of, In constructing the completeness reflection, 

Sa lbany [1970, p. 64] showed that c: is an embedding. The re-

with (c:, csX) is 

~so'szar 1963 J. 
a tidouble completion" 

I I l Csaszar 1963; 1967, 

in the sense 

p.53] showed 

of 

that any 

two 1 separated double completions of a syntopogenous structure 

are equivalent; this result immediately specializes to 

qudsi-uniform spaces. 

D 
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(A direct proof, without recourse to syntopogenous 

structures, is desirable.) 

2.6.6. Proposition There is a natural equivalence scs rv cs. 

Proof For X in obj Quns, consider c~ : X ~ ·csX. A,s this 

is an embedding and Quns-epimorphism, sc~ : sX ~ scsX is a 

dense embedding into the complete separated uniform space 

s 
SC X. sX ~ csX is another seporated uni form 

completion of sX; two separated uniform completions are 

equivalent; the equivalence is easily shown to be natural. 

D 

On the other hand: 

2 .• 6. 7. Propes it ion S ~ S and ~S are not naturally 

equivalent. 

Proof Let the inte rva 1 [o, 1) , as bi topological subspace 

of Ib' be denoted by X. Then SX is [o, 1) with the usua 1 

topology. Clearly ~SX is not Ip as there are mappings 

sx·~ I which have no extensions I ~ I. H . A sx __ owever, i' 

as a mapping X ~ Ib is monotone increasing and therefore 

has a unique extension Ib ~ Ib. Hence S ~ $X = I. 

D 
I owe the above proof to Dr. S. Salbany. 
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Let C*. : T ih -7 Uns d·enote the functor induced ( 2. 3. 11) 

by the coarsest right inverse F of the forgetful functor 
0 

T' : Un ~ Crg. -* Similarly let C 

functor induced by F . 
0 

2.6.8. Proposition 

Btih ~ Quns be' the 

* * c ~ ~ cc 

-*.As ( ii) c "1' rv 
s-* c c . 

Proof (i) Consider a Tihonov space X. As Un is initiality 

I complete, there exists a uniform s 

space 

* Y = inE'T' (.~ X' C ~X) 

y -----.:----___,.\<; *~ x 
' 

and a mapping 

* hx.: v ~ c (3x 
I such that T' hx = (-3 X. 

Now we have c*~ x = F0 ~ X = 

x .....,...~~--,.~~~~~-
t3 x 

= inE'T'.(E,'f, I f E.~((3x. s 

By the associativity th~6re~ 1.1.10, it follows that Yi~ 

init~ol for the mappings f.pX to Is' where f ranges through 

Crg (~X,. I). But by the r~flection property of·~ X, the 

mappings f .'(3 X are precisely a 11 the g : X ~ I . 

* = F
0

X = C X. 
. * 

Hence hx = C .ts X; as this mapping is an initiolity and also 

injective (since ~Xis), it is an embedding. By remark 

* 2.5.5(2), as ~X is epic in Tih, C p X is epic in Uns. 

I) ) . 
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* * Further C ~ X is complete since TC ~ X = (3 X i.s compact. 

*A *R . * Thus (C 1~ X' C ~X) is a completion of Y = C X. This 

* completion is equivalent to (cc*x• cC X). Again the 

equivalence is easily shown to be natural. 

(ii) The proof of (i) can be used verbatim to prove (ii), 

with only changes of symbols, e.g. Iq and Ib take the places 

of I and I. 
s 

D 

The result (i) above is well ~nown ·~sbell 1964]; the 

proof given above is essentially that sketched in (:;illman 

and Jerison 1960p pp, 225-226]. 

2.6.9. Problems (1) It is well known [Herrlich 1968] 

that the realcompact spaces form the smbllest epireflective 

subcategory of Tih whict"i contains the space :JR. Let v denote 

the realcompactness epireflector in Tih. Let 

C : Tih ~ Un 

be the right inverse of T Un ~ Tih induced by 

(TI I EI : (\lR })).' , s It is known [Gillman ~nd Jerison 1960, 

p. 225] that 

Cv r-V cC. 

(The form of proof of 2.6.8 does not quite suffice for this; 

one needs a different argument for the completeness of CvX.) 

The lifted epireflector v5 in Btih exists, and it would be 

interesting to have a formula of the form 

cv5 
,-v csC 

with c right inverse to the forgetful functor r Quns ~ Btih. 
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Indeed, from such a formula one would i~mediat~ly deduce 

the following bitopological analogue of the celebrated Shirota 

theorem lGillman and Jerison 1960, p. 229]: 

Let X be a Btih-space having no subset of measurable 

cardinality which is closed and discrete in SX. Then 

X admits a complete quasi-uniformity if and only if 

vSX ,.._; X. 

Remains the question of suitably defining C. Inducing 

C by (T' , E' : ( l R ·~ ) ) would be suitable if one could show that 
q 

the epireflective subcategory of
1 

Btih given by vs is the 

smallest epi ref le ct i ve subcategory con ta in ing the space lRb. 

A more promising definition uses (T' E' (~)) where Mis the 

class of all those complete quasi-uniform spaces Y such .that 

STY= R. 

(2) Each right inverse F of T': Un~ Crg can be written in 

the form F = (T', E' : (.\d)) with .\d a class of separated uni form 

spaces. Hence it seems interesting to consider the~-compact 

spaces in the sense ~f Gerrl ich 1967] with ~ = T.\d, and to 

se~k a relation between F and the ~-compactness reflector. 

(3) The Pervin functor P : Top ~ Qun is faintly analogous 

* to the functor C . The functor P ha~ a far from fully 

elucidated relation to the Wdllmah compactification, 

cf. [Nielsen and Sloyer 197oJ and ~rummer (to appear) a]. 

(4) We have not considered the functors 

Qun -4 Un 

and 2 Top ~ !£.e.· 
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Are these suited to the lifting of coreflections but not 

of reflections? 

.. 
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M~th. Ann. (to appear) 

Note on a Compactification due to 

Nielsen and Sloyer 

·'· 
G.C.L. 8RuMMER .. 

We show that a compactification in terms of ideals of 

lower semi-continuous functions recently given by Nielsen 

and Sloyer is equivalent to the Wallman compactification. 

We follow the notation of [1.] : X is a T 1 -space, 

L+(X) is the semi-ring of all non-negative lower semi-

-continuous functions on X, and M(X) is the space of all 

maximal ideals in L+(X) with the Stone topology in which 

a subbase (soon to be seen a base) for the closed sets 

consists of the sets f = {IE M(X) I f EI} with f E L+(X). 

There is a mapping e 

not yet check, given by 

X + M(X), whose continuity we need 

e(x) = I = {f 6 L+(X) I f(x) = O}. 
x 

Cl(X) is the collection of all closed sets in X. Let 

wX, the set of all ultra~ilters in Cl(X), have the topology 

in which a base (sic!) for the closed sets consists of the 

sets A= {Fe wX I A E F} with A E Cl(X). There is a dense 

embedding i: X+wX given by i(x) = {AeCl(X) I xeA}. 

rhe pair Ci, wX) is well known as the Wallman compactifica-

tion of X . 
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N~elsen and Sloyer proved [1 theorem 2] that there is 

a bijection b of the set M(X) onto the set wX, given 

[ 
- -1 by b(l) = Z IJ = {f' (0) f E I}. Since 

r ..... .., " 
b:,.f J = A where . 

A= f~
1

(0), b induqes a bijection between the given subbase 

(which is thus a base) for M(X) anq the given base for wX. 

Hence b is a homeo~orphism. Clearly bee = i, so that 

e is also a dense embedding.· Thus we have at once: 

Theorem. The pair (e, 'M(X)) is a compactification 

of the Ti-space X, equivalent to the Wallman 

compactification of X. 
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Introduction 

This note discusses functors which are right inverses of the forgetful 
functor T: Qun -+ Top, where Qun and Top are the categories of quasi
uniform and of topological spaces respectively. 

In Section 1 we show that the class ::It' of all such functors, though not 
a set, has complete lattice structure with respect to the partial ordering 
"coarser than". The coarsest functor in ::It' endows each topological space 
with its PERVIN quasi-uniformity [1]. The finest member of ::It', the 
adjoint of T, is characterized in a number of ways, one of them requiring 
section 2 on quasi-pseudo~metrics. 

Section 3 justifies our title: it shows that the right inverses of T are 
exactly those functors from Top to Qun which are obtained from initial 
structures in a certain way. 

Section 4, as an application, gives an unusual characterization of the 
T n-spaces and answers a question of TIIRON. 

The results of sections 1, 2 and 3 have precise (and mostly known) 
analogues for uniform spaces. The analogy hinges partly on the fact that 
n·' the space of two points and three open sets, admits a "unique structure 
in Qun, as does [O, l] in Uni/. 

It may be said here that the Pervin quasi-uniformity, which has now 
been shown to be functorial, induces the PERVIN quasi-proximity [2] via 
a forgetful functor (but see [3]). We intend to pursue this in a note on 
imtial quasi-proximities. 

Notations 

Qun is the category of quasi-uniform spaces [l, 4, 5, 6] with: the mappings 
which in [ 4, 5, 6] are called quasi-uniformly continuous as morphisms. 
The uniform spaces with uniformly continuous mappings form a full sub
category Uni/ of Qun. Top is the category of topological spaces and 
continuous mappings, Ens that of sets and functions. We have the forget-

1) The author is indebted to Dr. K. A. Hardie for many elucidating and stimulatnig 
conversations. This work was partly supported by University of Cape Town Staff 
Research Grant 46-079. 
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ful functors T: Qun-+ Top, II .. II: Qun-+ Ens, If .. I: Top-+ Ens. The 
topological space having two points 0 and 1 and ,~hree open sets 0, {O}, 
{O, 1} is denoted by n·. 

If we have a topological space x and quasi-uniform spaces y and z"' 
with II Yll =IX\, and if Y is initial [7] in Qun wit& respect to the Z"' for 
the continuous mappings X-+ T(Z"'), then the follo~ing abuse of language 
will cut down notation: Y is initial for the continuous mappings from 
x to the z"'. 

1. Right inverses of T 

The following trivial result is well known. 

1.1 Proposition. Each topological space Xlis initial for the set of 
all continuous mappings from x to n·. 

We recall from [1] that the Pervin quasi-unifo mity on a topological 
!'?pace X has a subbase consisting of the entourJ.ges · · 

'" I .. ;·. . 
S(A) = (Ax A) u ((\XI _,A) x IXIL ··.···.· , I , 

with A ranging through all the open sets of x: O~e readily sees that the 
Pervin is the only quasi-uniformity compatible w~th the topology of n·. 

1.2 The?;em. On any topoWgical space ~ the Penn~ q'"'-'i-'Uni
formity is. initial fo: the. set o( all continuous mappinl gs X -+ n· with respect 
to the unique quasi-uniformity of n·. 

I 

Proof. The quasi-uniformity on n· is genetated by one mep:iber, 

S({O})={(O, 0), (0, 1), (1, l)}I. 

Hence the initial. quasi-uniformity on X is generlted by the entourages 

. (f x_f)-lS({O})=S(f-1{0}), I 

f ranging through tl1:e continuous mappings X-+ n·. As the /-1{0} are 
exactly the open sets of X, the theorem is pro~ed. · 

Observing th~·t for quasi-uniformities (as for un[formities) the topology 
of an initial structure is the same as the initiai topology, we retrieve 
from 1.1 and 1.2 the theorem of PERVIN [l]: I 

1.3 Corollary. On any topological space the<Pervin quasi-uniformity 
is compatible with the topology. 

From 1.2 and 1.3 immediately follows: 

1.4 Proposition. There is a unique functor P: Top-+ Qun (herein
after to be called the Pervin functor) which satisfies I T P =I and equips each 
object of Top with its Pervin quasi-uniformity. 1 • 

r I 
·. Let ff denote the class of all right inverses ofl '1.', that is, functors F: 
Top -+ Qun for which T F =I. These functors satisfy II .. /IF= I .. /, that 
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is, they "preserve sets and functions". Hence we can define a partial 
ordering of :£ as follows : 

F < G (F coarser than G, G finer than F) iff for every topological space 
X, F(X) has a coarser structure than G(X). 

1.5 Proposition. The P~rvin functor P is the coarsest member of 
the class :£ of all right inverses of T. 

Proof. Consider any FE:£ and XE Obj Top. For any morphism f: 
X-+ D· we have F(f): F(X)-+ F(D") =P(D"). Since /IF(/)11 = lfl, it follows 
from 1.2 that the structure of P(X) is coarser than that of F(X). 

1. 6 Remark. P(X) need not have the coarsest quasi-uniformity 
compatible with the topology of X. For example, let X be an infinite 
discrete space. The entourages S({x}) with x E !XI generate a compatible 
quasi-uniformity strictly coarser than the Pervin. 

1. 7 Proposition. Every non-void subclass of :£ has a supremum 
and an infimum in :£ with respect to _ < . 

Proof. Consider any non-void subclass C(f of :£. We construct its 
supremum G. For any object X of Top, the class {F(X): F E <(J'}-is a set 
(of cardinal <;exp exp card IX x Xi) and non-void. The union of the 
quasi-uniformities of these F(X) generates the quasi-uniformity of G(X). 
Letting G preserve functions, we have to show that G is a functor. Consider 
f E Top (X, Y). An entourage M from the chosen sub base for G( Y) is an 
entourage in F( Y) for some F E <(J', hence (f x f)-1 M will be an entourage 
in F(X); this proves that G(f) E Qun (G(X), G( Y)). Thus G is a functor. 
Clearly G E :£ and G =sup C(f. To construct the infimum of C(f _one takes 
the supremum of the (by 1.5 non-void) class of all lower bounds of C(f. 

In particular:£ has a finest member T*, so tha_t the following is almost 
obvious: 

1.8 Proposition. The finest member T* of% is the adjoint of the 
forgetful functor T. For any topological space X, T*(X) can be constructed 
in each of the following ways: 

(i) T*(X) has the finest quasi-uniformity compatible with the topology of X. 
(ii) T*(X) is initial for the class of all continuous mappings of X into 

arbitrary quasi-uniform spaces. 
(iii) T*(X): is initial for the set of all those identical functions which are 

- :<·1,: ~continuous from x to quasi-pseudometric spaces on the point set of x. 
Only (iii) still needs proof, which we defer to section 2. 

1. 9 Proposition. The class :£ is not a set. In fact we can assign 
to each infinite cardinal m a functor Fm E f in such a way that m < n 
implies Fm< F n· 
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Proof. For any object X in Top, let Fm(~) be the initial quasi
uniform space for the class of all continuous mappfings from X into quasi
uniform spaces of cardinality < m. Letting Fm preserve functions, we 
readily see that Fm is a functor. As TFm(X) is

1 
initial in Top for the 

relevant mappings and P(D") is one of the spaces of cardinality ..;;;m, 
we have TFm(X)=X. Thus Fm E :ff. Now let )n<n. Clearly Fm<Fn. 
To show Fm =I- F n, consider a discrete topological space X of cardinality n. 
By 1.8 (ii) or (iii) we have Fn(X)=T*(X), so fn(X) has the discrete 
uniformity. However, if F m(X) also had the disprete uniformity, there 
would be a discrete uniform space Y of cardinality m and finitely many 
functions fi, ... , fk: IXJ-+ JJYJJ with 

I n U fr1 {y} X fr1 {y} = {(x, ~): x E JXI} 
l .;;f,,,;;;k 1/EllYll . 

which is impossible with infinite m<n. 

2. Quasi-pseudo-metrics 

Wherever possible, it is desirable that results about Unif be presented 
in such a way that they correspond to results abdut Qun; and the corre
spondence should extend to the proofs or consttuctions. The following 
proposition is crucial in obtaining the equivalencle between uniformities 
and certain families ("gages" [8]) of pseudo-me~rics: 
(*) For any uniform space Y, the uniformity of ly is induced by the set 
of those pseudo-metrics which are uniformly contifuous on Y x Y. 
However, (*) does not carry over to Qun [6 p. 254]. The fact that the 
following proposition (t) [8 theorem 6.11] also ha~ no simple counterpart 
in Qun, seems to have obstructed the extension bf the above-mentioned 
equivalence to quasi-uniformities. I 
(t) Let Y be a uniform space and d a pseudo-m~tric for II YJJ. Then d is 
uniformly continuous on Y x Y if and only if thelidentical function from 
Y to (JI YJJ, d) is uniformly continuous. 

The remedy is simple: one observes that (t) is no
1 

needed for the equiva
lence, and one reformulates (*) as follows (together with its quasi-uniform 

version): I 

2.1 Proposition. Each (quasi-)uniform space Y is initial for the 
set of those identical functions which are (quasi-)uJiformly continuous from 
Y to (quasi-)pseudo-metric spaces on the point se6r of Y. 

Save for terminology the uniform half of this proposition occurs in 
[9 theorem 24 A. 9]. Since the Metrization Lemlma can be made inde
pendent of symmetry [8 p. 185], a direct proof a~ in [10 theorem 20.13] 
suffices to establish both halves of proposition 2Ji (see also [5 p. 228]). 

Proof of 1.8 (iii): This is immediate from 2l1 and the fact that T* 
is the finest functor in :ff. The same argument bstablishes the uniform 
analogue [9 theorem 24 B. 12] of 1.8 (iii). 
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3. Characterization of right inverses of T 

Let .fl7 be the class of those functors F: Top ~ Qun which satisfy 
II· . l!F =I .. \. Clearly .7t c .!17. 

3.1 Theorem. Let FE Ie. Then FE .Yt if and only if the following 
two conditions are satisfied: 

(<X) TF(D')=D· 
({3) There exists a class f!B of quasi-uniform spaces such that for each 

topological space X, F(X) is initial in Qun for the continuous mappiri,gs 
of X into members of f!B. 

Proof. If FE.Yt then (<X) holds trivially and we choose ffB={F(A): 
A E Obj Top}. To see that the initial quasi-uniformity is coarser than 
that of F(X), consider a morphism f E Top (X, T(B)) where BE f!B. For 
some A, B=F(A), hence FT(B)=FTF(A)=F(A)=B. Thus F(f) E Qun 
(F(X), B). To see that the initial structure is finer than that of F(X), 
one observes that lx E Top (X, X)=Top (X, TF(X)) so that lx is one of 
the generating mappings. 

Conversely, let FE Ie satisfy (<X) and ({3). TF(X) is initial for the con
tinuous mappings of X into spaces T(B) with BE f!B. As this holds in 
particular for x = n·' one sees that there exists Bo E f!B such that n· is 
initial for mappings D' ~ T(Bo). Hence TF(X)=X. 

Clearly the uniform analogue of 3.1, in which D· is replaced by the 
closed unit interval, is valid; in the proof one replaces Bo by a set of 
members of f!B. Categorial generalizations of 3.1 lie outside the concrete 
scope of this note. The reader will observe that the proofs in section 1 
could (with some loss of simplicity) be presented as applications of 3.1. 

Extending the ordering of .Yt by coarseness to Ie, one sees from the 
proof of 1.5 that P is the coarsest functor satisfying (<X) in Ie. Further, Ie 
has a coarsest member -which satisfies ({3) but not (<X ). 

3.2 Example of FE.fe satisfying (<X) but not ({3). Let F=PS where 
S: Top ~ Top is the sequential coreflector (the open sets of S(X) are 
the sequentially open sets of X, and S preserves functions). The functorial
ity of Sis proved in [11 theorem 2.2]. Clearly TF(D') =D·, but TF(X) =1-X 
whenever X is not a sequential space. 

3.3 Example of FE Ie satisfying neither (<X) nor ({3). Let F be the 
finest member of Ie. Consider an indiscrete space X to see that F does 
not satisfy ({3). 

4. Application to Tv-spaces 

The Tv-spaces were introduced by AULL and THRON [12]; see also [13]. 
We characterize these spaces with the aid of a functor E from Top to 
the subcategory of uniformizable spaces as follows. 
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For any object X in Top, form the uniform space whose structure .is 
the supremum of the structures of P(X) and itb conjugate. It follows 
from 1.4 and [4 theorem 1.26] that this assignnlent is functorial. Then 

I 
apply the forgetful functor T to obtain E(X). Clearly E(X) has a uni-
formizable topology finer than that of X, and onJ expects that E(X) will 

often be discrete. l 
4.1 Proposition. E(X) is discrete if and o ly if X is a Tn-space. 

Proof. The topology of E(X) is induced by lhe uniformity f!i' v f!j'-1 

where f!i' is the Pervin quasi-uniformity on X. R~calling that f!i' has the 
. I 

sub base {S(A): A open in X}, one sees that E(X~ is discrete if and only 
if, for each x E IX[, there exist finitely many opJn sets A1 and Bk of X 
such that I 

{x}= (n S(A1) n n S(Bk)-1)[kJ, 

that is, by [ 4 prop. 0.18], I 
i 

{x}= (n S(A1)[x]) n (n S(Bk)-,[x]). 

Now S(A1)[x] = A1 if x E A1, !XI if x ¢ A1; and S~Bk)-1 [x] =!XI if x E Bk, 
!Xi-Bk if x ¢Bk. Hence the condition reduces to each {x} being the 
intersection of an open and a closed set. This is equivalent to X being 
a Tn-space. 

4.2 Remark. In the present context we can answer the question 
of THRON in [10 p. 108], whether Tn is preserved Jnder infinite topological 
products. Clearly n· is a Tn-space. Consider th~ space 'JB" obtained by 
giving the real line the topology with base for lopen sets consisting of 
the open intervals of the form ( -=, x). Since '6.· is a countably based 
To-space, it can. by 1.1 be embedded in the t~pological product n·No. 
But Tn is hereditary and R is not a Tn-space. Hence n·No is not a Tn-
space. I 

I 

Note added in proof: Natural quasi-uniform analogues lor the propositions(*) and 
(t) of Section 2 have now been found by S. SALBANY 1[14] .. 

Department of Mathematics, 
Unfversity of Cape Town, 
Rondebosch, South Africa 
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